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Abstract
The problem of object reconstruction from a series of short-exposure astronomical image
data observed by ground-based telescopes is addressed. The observations are seriously
degraded by atmospheric turbulence as well as corrupted by photon noise, detection noise
and background noise.
An approach for the reconstruction of the unknown object using the "self cross correlation"
is proposed and implemented. This self cross correlation is defined as the cross correlation
between an image observation and a truncated part of it. The relation amongst the phase of
the cross spectrum, the phase of the object and the edges in the object are established. Based
on these relations some efficient and effective algorithms for retrieving the unknown phase
of the object and its modulus are developed. These algorithms are found to be insensitive
to the presence of noise.
Writing the Fourier transform (FT) of an image a as IA en)°, we call the inverse FT of the
phasor part eie° as the phasor-image of a. We show that the phasor-image of the self cross
correlation preserves the edges of the unknown object. If the object does not contain edges
then its phasor-image represents an estimate of the Fourier phase of the unknown object.
If all the stars and sub-objects in the object have edges then a phase retrieval method
based on the iterative FT method is proposed. In this case the iterative FT method uses
the edges obtained from the phasor-image of the average cross spectrum as object support
bounds constraints.
If some of the stars or sub-objects have edges then a non iterative phase retrieval method
is developed. If none of the stars has edges then a modified version of this method is used
to retrieve the object phase.

We also address the anisoplanatic atmospheric turbulence case. We show that our approach
can be extended to deal with the object reconstruction problem under such a condition. This
is unlike the existing methods which only apply to the isoplanatic case.
We evaluate the performance of our algorithms by comparing the signal-to-noise ratios
with those of existing reconstruction methods. The results from both simulated and real
astronomical data demonstrate the superiority of our methods in accuracy and computational
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Image restoration and reconstruction can be defined as the general problem of estimating
a two-dimensional object from a degraded version or versions of it. The image restoration
problem usually addresses the cases for which the observations are not severely blurred
versions of the object and the signal noise ratio (SNR) is much larger than 1. In image
reconstruction, the observations result from the strong interaction between the unknown
object and some scattered wave (e.g. X-ray) or and randomly changing optical media (e.g.
atmospheric turbulence). The object is reconstructed from a set of projections (or from
derivations, integrations, etc.).
The image restoration or reconstruction problem involves every known scale — from
cosmic to atomic; from determining the structure of unresolved stars to determining the
arrangement of the tiniest molecules. This problem has been extensively studied for its
obvious practical importance as well as its theoretical interest. Literature on the subject is
abundant and highly varied since the problem arises in many branches of engineering and
applied physics. It is, for instance, frequently encountered in fields such as optics, X-ray
imaging, diffraction tomography, astronomy, biomedical engineering, machine vision, nondestructive evaluation, geophysics, etc.
In this thesis, we investigate the reconstructions of stellar objects from images taken by
ground-based telescopes in the presence of noise. The object is restored from either a longexposure image or reconstructed from a series of short-exposure observations. In this work
we consider the latter.
1
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Atmospheric turbulence had long prevented us from seeing highly-resolved stellar objects.
In the conventional long-exposure imaging, the image is seriously blurred by the atmospheric
turbulence due to time-integrating the randomly fluctuating wavefronts. The achievable
resolution of a long-exposure image is about only that of a telescope of lOcrn diameter
which is the average atmospheric coherence diameter denoted by do.
When a series of short-exposure images with a narrow-optical-bandwidth are recorded, the
integration time of a short-exposure image is shorter than the characteristic fluctuation time
of the atmospherically induced wavefront distortions for a given wavelength. Thus the image
degradations are considered to be caused by fixed patterns of wavefront distortions ("frozen
turbulence"). In such a case, the effects resulting from averaging the randomly changing
wavefront distortions (which appear in the long-exposure imaging) can be avoided.
However, at low level of light, in the short-exposure case, the integration time is so short
that the number of photons detected in one picture is very limited ( usually under 103 photons).
In a single short-exposure image frame, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is much smaller than
1. It is impossible to reconstruct the object from a single frame at such low level of light.
Image reconstruction requires multiple image frames so that the statistics-limited measure of
the object can be obtained from multiple frames with the maximum recovery of information
of the object. This is the subject of this research.
The first order approximation of the wavefront distortion (tilt) shifts the whole image but
otherwise does not degrade the image. The higher order wavefront distortions, on the other
hand, result in degraded observations as an image will contain multiple speckles spread all
over the observations. For this reason, short-exposure images are sometime referred to as
speckle images. The other influential noise sources are the photon noise, background and
detection noise. Beside the noise, the point spread function (PSF) of each short-exposure
image is usually unknown a priori. Only the statistics of the PSF's is measurable.
2
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1.2 Past Achievements
The reconstructions from multiple short-exposure images traditionally entails two steps:
the recovery of the Fourier modulus and that of the Fourier phase. The speckle interferometry
(SI) methodEll is used to recover the modulus. Phase recovery is a more difficult problem
than that of the modulus estimation. The most effective techniques available to recover
the phase are the Knox-Thompson (KT[23), the triple correlation (T631) (also known as the
bispectrum method) and the Iterative Fourier Transform (1FT) method (or more generally, the
Generalized Projection method).
The implementation of the KT method is much faster and easier than that of the TC
method, however it requires centroiding the images before processing. The IC method
overcomes this difficulty but is more sensitive to noise because it involves triple instead
of double correlation. The TC method also takes considerably longer computational time
since the bispectrum (the Fourier transform of the triple correlation) is 4—dimensional. Both
of these methods give estimates of the phase differences between adjacent frequencies instead
of the actual phases. In retrieving the phases from the phase differences, errors could be
accumulated.
The IFT method iteratively recovers the phase given the estiina e of the autocorrelation of
the object, is less sensitive to noise and is fast to compute. It uses known constraints on the
object both in the object domain and the Fourier-domain. Due to the absence of the constraint
of tight object-support bounds, the WI' method has seldom been used in practice so far.
Apart from the above stated problems, all the present available image reconstruction
techniques are applicable only to the isoplanatic case. Image observations within an angle
size of isoplanatic patch often suffer truncation effects. Even modest amounts of image
truncation can cause serious errors in the reconstructed object[4]. Thus it is very important
3
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to find a technique to reconstruct images beyond the isoplanatic patch limit (anisoplanatic
patch). The KT spectrum and the bispectrum do not apply to the anisoplanatic case. Since
the KT spectrum and the bispectrum estimate the phase differences, they do not have obvious
interpretations of the object. The reconstructio' n of the object using either the TC or the KT
technique requires long processing time although the KT is faster than the TC method.

1.3 Self Cross Correlation Method
In this thesis, we propose a new method for image reconstruction using the "self cross
correlation". This self cross correlation is defined as the correlation between an image and
a portion of it. This reconstruction method intends to overcome the difficulties of the above
image reconstruction techniques.
Our self cross correlation method is easy to implement and fast to compute. Like the TC
method, it is shift-invariant, thus does not need prior centroiding of all the observations. It
will shown that it is applicable to both the isoplanatic and the anisoplanatic cases. It will be
shown that from the self cross spectrum phase, the edges of the unknown object are obtainable.
These edges form the tight object constraints needed by the IFT method. Alternatively, the
phase may be obtained directly.
We are going to design some different reconstruction algorithms based on the self cross
correlation. In specific we shall:
1. establish a theorem of the basic properties of the self cross spectrum phase. This theorem
establishes: 1) the relation between the object bounds and the self cross spectrum phase
and 2) the relation between the self cross spectrum phase and the Fourier phase.
2. retrieve the phase by the IFT method using the object bounds obtained from the self cross
spectrum (in the isoplanatic case).
4
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3. retrieve the phase by a non-iterative method from the self cross spectrum (in the isoplanatic
case).
4. modify our phase retrieval algorithms so that they are applicable to the anisoplanatic case.
This dissertation consists of ten chapters. Chapter two reviews the relevant literature.
Chapter three provides some background information about the optical wave through turbulent
atmosphere and the turbulence transfer function described by the statistics of the refractive
index. Chapter four gives the definitions of self cross correlation and other related concepts.
Chapter five elaborates on the mathematical derivations of the general self cross spectrum
in the presence of the noise in both the isoplanatic and the anisoplanatic cases. Some
important properties of the self cross spectrum are described. Chapter six presents an adhoc optimal Fourier modulus estimation method for the case when only signal-independent
additive white background- and detection- noise are present. In chapter seven, we first give
a heuristic analysis of self cross spectrum phase. We exploit the relations among the Fourier
phase of the object, the object support bounds and the self cross spectrum phase. Then we
describe how the object support bounds are used in the image reconstruction using the lFT
(Generalized Projection method) in the isoplanatic case. In chapter eight, a theorem and
its strict mathematical proof about self cross spectrum is described. A non-iterative phase
retrieval method based on the self cross spectrum is described. Chapter nine describes the
modified phase retrieval algorithms in the isoplanatic case to the anisoplanatic case. Several
examples of the image reconstruction are presented from both computer-simulated and real
data in the chapters six to nine. The results are discussed. In these image reconstruction
examples, we place our emphasis on the recovery of the Fourier phase of the object. The
recovered phases are not going to be refined since all traditional linear filters do not have
any effects to the Fourier phase but to the Fourier modulus. Finally we draw the conclusions
about the self cross correlation reconstruction method and speculate on further work. All the
5
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material covered in chapter six to ten is novel.

6

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The Speckle Interferometry (SI)
Early efforts for removing the effects of atmosphere turbulence date back to 1970.11115].
Labeyrie[1] proposed and successfully implemented a method known as "speckle interferometry" (SI). This method recovers the Fourier modulus (or equivalently the autocorrelation
function) of the object. Unfortunately, the information in the autocorrelation function is not
complete since the Fourier phase is lost. This technique remains the most effective method
for determining the objects' magnitude

1 F9 1

(2.1)

where Fg Gi and Hi denote the Fourier transforms of the object, the ith observation and ith
PSF, respectively.
Since Labeyrie's initial studies, much progress has been made to recover the Fourier phase
so that the unknown object can be reconstructed.

2.2 The Knox-Thompson Method
In 1974, Knox and Thompson (KT)21 proposed a method which measures the phase
differences between adjacent frequency components of the image. These components are
highly correlated due to the atmospheric coherence. From a set of phase differences measured
across the entire image spectrum, it is possible to determine a corresponding set of phases.
The implementation of the KT algorithm is easy and relatively fast. The KT correlation, being
7
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a double correlation, is not sensitive to noise because of its low-order correlation. The KT
spectrum of an image g(0 (the vector F denotes (x, y)) is
C KT(W, ACj) = G(a;^

G*(),^ (2.2)

where G() is the Fourier transform of g(f). The main limitation of this method is that
CKTP, AO) is not invariant when the image g(f) is shifted in space (equivalently, the
wavefront is tilted). If g(r) is shifted to G(f'+ 6), the corresponding KT spectrum becomes
C KT(W, A6.1 , 7'1) GP + Ac7.5)e—iP+Acj)T1 G* (ci)ei awl

GP

+

Ac7i)G*

(IS)e—jA`Z^ (2.3)

= CKT(, Ac-j)e—i6".""?1.
Since the shift^= (xi, Yi) (corresponding to wavefront tilt relative to the optical axis of
the imaging system) changes randomly from frame to frame, the complex number
may vary wildly. When the KT spectrum (2.2) are averaged from multiple image frames, the
KT spectrum is blurred in a similar way as the direct averaging (long exposure) of image
frames. As a consequence, the SNR of the KT spectrum greatly decreases, especially for high
frequencies. To remove the wavefront tilt, it is necessary to centroid the images before they
are Fourier-transformed. For a bright object, centroiding is quite accurate. For a faint object,
however, centroiding is quite uncertain as the detected photons per frame are very limited .
Improper centroiding will reduce the SNR of the KT spectrum. This limits the application of
the KT method to stellar image reconstruction as most stellar objects are very faint.

2.3 Triple Correlation Method
To overcome the centroiding difficulty faced by the KT method, another phase retrieval
technique, known as the Triple Correlation (TC), was developed. It was first suggested
by Lomann et a/.[3]. This technique involves averaging the triple correlation function (or
8
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equivalently, the bispectrum), instead of the double correlation as in the KT method. The
bispectrum (the Fourier transform of the triple correlation) is defined as
CTc(Z), Co% = CV.) Cji )G(Co)Gpi)^ (2.4)

which is the 4-dimensional spectrum. Notice that the bispectrum (2.4) differs from the
KT spectrum (2.2) by the term G(1). As mentioned above, the advantage of the bispectrum
CTc(a ,Cii)

over the KT spectrum is that the former is invariant to any shift in signal g(71). This

shift-invariant property is proven as follows. For a shifted signal
CTC (C.;

17‘1)

g(i?

F.0, the bispectrum

becomes

^CTG,

(47), Cji^=

G* +^G(L7.1)e-julfi G(1)e-iChn

= G* (

(2.5)

+4-0.1)G(c,)G(Lzi),

which is exactly the same as the bispectrum of the signal g(). It is found that in the highest
SNR region where ICjil, lAull<- A , the SNR's of both the bispectrum and KT spectrum are
of equivalent values161. In this region, at low light level, the SNR's are linearly dependent
on the number of photons per speckle and at high light level they are approximately equal
to unity. In the other region wherePi I,

I&1> 10-, the values of SNR of the KT spectrum

for a single frame is insignificant. So is the SNR of the bispectrum. However, the values
Ei dependency at low light level
of the SNR of bispectrum for a single frame show an 71and a ix dependency at a high level, where IC represents the average photons per frame
y.,

2

and fi, ( = 2(X) ) represents the average number of speckles per frame. This suggests the
effective equivalence of the two techniques, as for typical value of fis, of order 1000, an
extremely large number of frames must be processed for the additional information present in
the bispectrum to be any use. However, the bispectrum, being a triple product is more sensitive
to the noise since it contains noise terms to the third power. The variance of the observed
signal is thus greater than that of the KT method (which involves double product). This is a
9
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basic property of high-order correlations and suggests the use of lower-order correlations, if
the lower-order correlations permits the recovery of the same information.

2.4 Phase Retrievals from the Phase Difference
Both the KT and the TC method estimate the phase difference instead of the actual
phase of the object. Retrieving the phase from the phase difference is thus required. The
simplest algorithm from the phase difference is based on a recursive techniquern. The phase
difference for the KT spectrum at frequency 0 is
AOG 6,0) = OG(0 + .A0) — OG(0).
This relationship is the basis of a recursive algorithm for finding the actual object's phase
OF(0) from the phase difference AOG(0, 6). Arbitrarily setting the phase OF(0) at the first

frequency to zero, the phase at the next frequency and therefore all the remaining phases
are computed. From the phase differences, multiple estimates of the object phase at any
frequency may result depending on the frequency path chosen for the recursion. These
redundant estimates are combined in a weighted average where the weighting function is
determined from the SNR's of the individual phase estimates. This phase recovery technique
leaves much scope for improvement. Because of its recursive nature, it is fairly sensitive to
noise due to the noise propagation.
The problem of noise propagation has been studied for many years. One solution is the
least-squares estimation1811911io]i[ 13^The least-squares phase estimation was derived from
Hudgin's iterative relaxation algorithm[121, which constrains a phase function to fit an array
of measured phase differences. The convergence, existence and uniqueness of the solution
were proven1131 for the case when noise is absent. Since the algorithm operates directly on
phases, the modulo 2 ir phases must be unwrapped before the algorithm is implemented1141.
The resulting signal parts of the unwrapped bispectrum phases are linked to the Fourier phases
10
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by a linear system of equations. Phase unwrapping is a complicated process involving a large
volume of computation1151[161[91. Phase unwrapping is not reliable in the presence of severe
noise1918]. However, phase unwrapping can be avoided by replacing phases by phasors. As

a result, the least-squares algorithm becomes a non-linear recursive onelicg.
The least-squares estimation basically involves a local averaging process plus the averaging of the connecting phase differences (with appropriate signs in the phase differences).
The correlation between two frequency components decreases fast as their separation in the
frequency domain increases due to the limited atmospheric coherence length (do = 10-15cm).
Thus only averaging of the nearest neighbors of the phase makes sense. The noise propagation
problem still exists since only the nearest neighbors of the phase differences are averaged. The
existence of the noise propagation may prevent the least-squares iterations from convergence
to the best solution (in the presence of considerable noise). The least squares estimation may
fail in the bispectrum phase or in the KT spectrum phase.
In the presence of severe atmospheric turbulence, the power spectrum, the KT spectrum
and the bispectrum have finite expected values up to the diffraction limit of the telescope,
they are severely attenuated by their respective atmospheric transfer functions at frequencies
above the atmospheric cut-off frequency fo = t. In high-angular-resolution measurements,
the telescope diameter D is much larger than do. The magnitudes of spectra are relatively
large at frequencies below fo, and are attenuated very fast by a factor of (4)2 over a very
much broader, low-magnitude region from fo to the diffraction limit frequency fp =

IP17].

Thus, the SNR above fo is much lower than that below fo. This makes the recovery of
the information in the high frequencies difficult. It is thus necessary to find a reconstruction
method which is less sensitive to noise.
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2.5 Iterative Fourier Transform Method
A different solution to the phase retrieval problem is the iterative transform algorithm
(IFT) which was put forward by Fienup1181. The IFT algorithm iteratively retrieves the object's
phase given the object's magnitude (or the autocorrelation function) which is obtained by the
SI technique. If sufficient object constraints are given, the IFT method yields good results
for most general types of objects . The advantage of the IFT algorithm is that it can easily
combine all the available constraints on the object. The algorithm is not highly sensitive to
noise. The simplest version of the IFT algorithm follows the philosophy of the Gerchberg1920]
] [,
Saxton algorithm E^and
it is known as the error-reduction (ER) iterative method121 ] [22] [18]

In the ER algorithm, one iteratively transforms back and forth between the Fourier and the
object domains, imposing the constraints in each domain before returning to the other domain.
Thus a solution that satisfies the constraints in both domains is sought. It has been proven
that the ER algorithm "converges in a weak sense such that the squared error cannot increase
with an increasing number of iterations"1181. The algorithm can be viewed in three different
ways: 1) in terms of the method of successive approximations1231 2) as a form of steepestdescent gradient search[221 and 3) as the generalized projections[24] onto sets in a Hibert space.
Because the Fourier modulus constraint is onto a non-convex set, strong convergence of the
algorithm is not ensured. In the ER approach the mean-squared error decreases rapidly for
the first few iterations, however, its decrease for later iterations extremely slowly. The ER
approach requires an impracticably large number of iterations for convergence. Thus several
modifications of the ER algorithm have been proposed and most of them converge faster than
the ER algorithm. A solution to the slow convergence of the ER algorithm is the hybrid
input-output (HIO) algorithm. This has been proven to converge faster than the ER algorithm
for the phase retrieval problem. The HIO and the ER algorithms differs only in the step
involving the projection onto the object-support set. Details are described int221.
12
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It has been found that the IFT solution of the algorithm is usually unique even in the
presence of noise. However, in some cases, the IFT algorithm will stagnate before reaching
a solution. The algorithm can be considered to be have stagnated if the error has failed to
decrease after a few additional cycles. The stagnation points are found to correspond to local
minima in the Fourier-domain error metric and result in images which are close to being
ambiguous [131• The probability of ambiguities increases as noise level increases. It has been
shown that ambiguities in the phase-retrieval problem are present if and only if the 2—D Fourier
transform of the object is factorable. However, if a given nonfactorable Fourier polynomial
of an object is near enough (in an integrated mean-squared difference sense) to a factorable
polynomial, then the ambiguous solutions (associated with the factorable polynomial) will be
consistent (to within the noise) with the Fourier modulus data. Under this circumstance the
object is considered to be ambiguous in a practical sense, even though it may be unique.
The problem of ambiguous solutions in the presence of noise and in the absence of tight
object bounds is the main obstacle of the IFT method. Although the ambiguous solutions
can be most effectively avoided by finding the tight object bounds, unfortunately, in most
cases, the determination of the object support domain by using the Fourier modulus only is
very difficult. It is only for a few cases that the tight object domain can be derived from the
domain of the autocorrelation function

[25] [23] [26]

Recently, Schulz and Snyder1271 proposed a new iterative image-recovery (from correlation) method in which the constraint of object support bounds (which are used in the IFT
method) is replaced by the constraints of the measured high-order correlations of images.
The results of their computer-simulation demonstrated effectiveness of the method. Yet, the
convergence of the iterations needs to be proved.
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2.6 Weighted shift-and-add (WSA) Technique
The WSA[281[2911301 technique is in fact a cross correlation method for image recovery.
In WSA method, a rough estimate of the PSF, Ii(x,y) is extracted from each speckle image
g(x, y)

by detecting the speckle pattern. The cross correlation (g (x , y)*Iz(x, y)) and the

autocorrelation (h(x, y)*Tz(x, y)) are then formed to estimate the object. WSA method
works for fairly bright objects. Unfortunately, for faint objects, it is very difficult to identify
the speckle pattern of a PSF in the observed image due to the noise.
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Chapter 3
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
In this chapter, we will briefly review some characteristics of the atmospheric turbulence.
The autocorrelation function (equivalently, the power spectral density in the Fourier domain)
of the refractive index of the atmospheric turbulence is described. The relation of this
power spectral density with the atmosphere transfer function are described. Our atmospheric
turbulence simulations in later chapters will be based on the power spectrum density of the
refractive index.
For the purpose of imaging by ground-based telescopes, the basic assumptions about the
atmospheric turbulence are given.

3.1 Optical Waves Through Atmospheric Turbulence
As a consequence of the non-uniform heating of the Earth's surface by the sun, atmospheric turbulence is formed. According to Kolmogorov's
flows produce large eddies with scale denoted by

[31]

L0 FZe, h/2

theory, atmospheric turbulent

called the turbulence outerscale,

where h is the height above ground. Typical numbers quoted for Lo vary between 1 and
100m, depending on atmospheric conditions and the geometry of the experiment. These eddies break down into smaller and smaller eddies transferring the turbulent energy to smaller
and smaller scales. This energy cascade ends up when the energy is finally dissipated into
heat by molecular friction. Kolmogorov's cascade theory also applies to turbulent mixing.
Large scale temperature inhomogeneities break down into smaller and smaller scale inhomogeneities, until thermal molecular dissipation dominates. The size of the smaller eddies with
scale denoted by /0 is called the turbulence inner scale. The typical value for lo near ground
15
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is in the order of few millimeters. The scales between the outer and the inner scales are
called inertial scales.
The temperature inhomogeneities induce inhomogeneities in the refractive index of the
air denoted by n. The optical waves reaching the lens of the telescope, from an object
through the turbulence atmosphere, thus have random fluctuations in their wavefronts and
amplitudes. The random wavefront fluctuation (i.e., random phase fluctuation) is due to the
randomly varying refractive index in space. The random amplitude fluctuation of the optical
wave is the result of nonhomogeneous absorption of the air. This results in optical systems,
even the aberration-free ones, having actual resolutions that are far poorer than the theoretical
diffraction limit.
It is common to refer to the refractive index inhomogeneities as turbulent "eddies,"
which are envisioned as packets of air, each with a characteristic refractive index. As
mentioned above, the turbulent eddies in the air have a range of scale sizes, varying from
a few millimeters to tens of meters or more. The wavelength dependency of these random
fluctuations can generally be ignoredr171. The most straightforward method of describing
the effects of atmospheric turbulence is by the autocorrelation function of the phase co in
the plane at the lens. The yo is the equivalent phase screen of atmospheric turbulence. The
wavefront fluctuation is equivalent to the refractive index fluctuation. Conveniently the effects
of atmospheric turbulence are described in terms of the structure function (autocorrelation)
of the refractive index i.e.
r,i(6,77.2)=E[n(6)12(77.2)l,

(3.1)

where ii represents the randomly fluctuating part of the refractive index n (= no + fi) about
a mean value no. The

rfi

is also referred to as the atmosphere transfer function similar to

our familiar optical transfer function.
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It is assumed that ft is spatially stationary in the three-dimensional space, i.e. it is
statistically homogenous in space and is ergodic, it's autocorrelation function takes the simpler
form

r) Elii(6)ft(6 +^= ft(fi)it(ii +
= Ern —
1I
R .00 R

11 7-7,(6)fi(fi +

(3.2)^.

The power spectral density of ft is the three-dimensional Fourier transform of rfi (iz)

( _^
rfiM'
e-id r
(27)" f°00^

(3.3)

= Lmoo 7R1 E [lAr'(17)12] '
where k' = (nx, K Kz) is called the wavenumber vector and ROO denotes the Fourier
,

transform of ii. Atmospheric turbulence can be divided into many layers (phase screens)
which are perpendicular to the direction of propagating optical wave[321. These layers
can further be represented by an equivalent single layer[r] such that the 3—dimensioanl
wavenumber r7 reduces to 2—dimensional vector c73. This simplifies the computer simulation
process of atmospheric turbulence. On the basis of Kolmogorov's classic work on the theory
of turbulence, the power spectral density 0,1(g) contains three separate regions[311. For
very small g (corresponding to very large turbulence scale sizes L = 1-r), the mathematical
form for Ofz(g) is not predicted by the theory, for it depends on large-scale geographic and
meteorological conditions. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the turbulence would be either
isotropic or homogenous at such large atmospheric turbulence scale sizes. However, few
optical experiments are significantly affected by eddies with scale sizes larger than the outer
scale Lo = where go is the critical wavenumber. It is not necessary to consider this
range for our purpose. For g larger than the critical wavenumber go, the shape of Ci(g) is
determined by the physical laws that govern the breakup of large turbulent eddies into smaller
ones. For i> go, the spectrum is called inertial subrange. On the basis of Kolmogorov's
17
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work cited earlier, the form of On(t7) is given by
(1),-,(W). 0.033CK—V,^

(3.4)

where C„2 is called the structure constant of the index fluctuations and serves as a measure
of the strength of the fluctuations. When k' reaches another critical value Wm, the form of
11,i(k') again changes. Ibrbulent eddies which are smaller than a certain scale size dissipate
their energy as a result of viscous forces, resulting in a rapid drop in 0,-,(W) for k' >
(4) = ;2z2L). The scale size is referred to as the inner scale of the turbulence. A typical value
for 10 near the ground is around a few millimeters. Tatarskir331 includes the rapid decay of
0,,,CW) for > t7,n by using the model
to,i(g) = 0.033Cn2 K-131 :172-71^

(3.5)

We will use 3.4 and 3.5 in conjunction with (3.6) below to simulate atmospheric turbulence
in the later chapters.
After Tatarski's review work about the turbulence, Hefnagel and Stanleyr341 showed the
relation between the wave structure function FT-,(3.1) and the total average optical transfer
function (OTF):
E[H(w)] = Ho(w)rii(A.fico),^ (3.6)

where Ho (w) is the OTF of an ideal circularly symmetric lens in the absence of turbulence
and w =^I, in 3.6 is the focus length.
3.2 Assumptions
Random fluctuations of the refractive index result in random wavefront fluctuations
which are sometime called atmospheric noise or speckle noise. The term "speckle" was
18
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first used to describe the granular appearance that images of objects with rough surfaces
have when these objects are illuminated by a laser-produced coherent light. When a selfilluminated object emits incoherent light, the image formed shows similar speckle phenomena,
if the incoherent light (passing through a turbulent medium) satisfies the quasimonochromatic
condition. The quasimonochromatic condition states that Tc, the temporal coherence length of
the light emitted by a point incoherent source is much greater than the maximum pathlength
difference encountered in passage from the source to the interference region of interest. Stated
mathematically, we require that for all source points and all points in the observation region
(r2-Fr'2)—(ri+ril)

and ^ <
of interest, the bandwidth Ay satisfies v < Pre,,

where is the

average frequency of transmitted light and c is the speed of light. The differential distances
involved are shown in Fig. 3. Such light is said to satisfy the quasimonochrvmatic condition.
The point spread function (PSF) appears as a multiple of tiny spots (i.e., speckle) which

Figure 3.1 Young's experiment

spreads over the image and have varying intensities as a result of the wavefront fluctuation.
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Five important assumptions are maintained throughout this research.
1. It is assumed that the objects of interest radiate incoherently as is the case in the vast
majority of problems of practical interest. We are not going to consider the case when
object radiates coherently. The problem of reconstruction of an object radiating coherently
is much simpler than that of an incoherent object.
2. The second important assumption concerns do, the coherence diameter of turbulence.
We shall always assume that the coherence diameter of turbulence is much larger than
the optical wavelength A of the radiation being considered. This assumption eliminates
consideration of problems involving imaging through clouds or aerosols, for which, the
coherence length of turbulence is comparable with or smaller than an optical wavelength
A and for which the refractive index changes are sharp and abrupt. This latter class of
problems may be referred to as "imaging through turbid media," whereas in our work
we are concerned with "imaging through turbulent media," for which the refractive index
changes are smoother.
3. The isoplanatic case: The object of interest is at a very large distance from the lens,
its angular extent is so small that all parts of the object are affected identically by the
atmosphere, at least over a long time average. As a result, the PSF is space-invariant. The
ro(,h,t)

(A,h,t)
ro

isoplanatic angle extent 00 is defined as 00 = 2 tan-1 (—1,-, - P--' h i n arcsecs,
where to (A, 70) denotes the average turbulence inner scale size for the mean height
-

(above ground) h of the atmospheric turbulence. The time t dependency of To(A, h, t)
indicates that the isoplanatic angle 00 is not a constant. However, we assume that
atmospheric turbulence is stable at least over a long time period such that 00 remains
constant at the time period of observations. 00 is about 3 arc seconds for the visible
wavelengths and 10 arc seconds for the infrared wavelengths.
4. The anisoplanatic case: The object of interest is at a very large distance from the lens
20
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and its angular extent is small but larger than the above defined isoplanatic angle 00. All
parts of the object are not affected identically by the atmosphere. In this case, the PSF is
space variant. However, it is reasonable to assume that the PSF's are stationary in space.
This assumption is consistent with the stationarity of the refractive index
5. The imaging system lies deep within the near field of the most important turbulent eddies,
with the result that, to a good approximation, each ray incident on the inhomogeneous
medium is considered to be simply delayed by that medium, with no significant bending
of the rays. We limit our attention to the spectral of the visible and the infrared optical
light regions where atmospheric absorption is negligible[351. This assumption is primarily
a statement that the turbulence is so weak that no significant amplitude scintillation effects
are present. Thus the amplitude fluctuations of optical wave are ignored. The travelling
optical waves can then be represented simply by their wavefronts or equivalent phase
screens.
6. Computer-simulated original objects are assumed to have resolutions no finer than the
diffraction-limited ones of the telescopes. The obtained resolutions of the reconstructed
image are conveniently compared with the diffraction-limited ones.
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
In this chapter we write the notations and specify the definitions of the different terms
and concepts used in the thesis.^•
Definition 4.1 A truncated image is a sub-image of an image observation. Let g(x,y)
denote the image observation defined over the rectangular region R. The expression of a
sub-image is:
xx,y). 10,^(x,y) R — T
g(x,y), (x,y) € 7,

(4.1)

where T is the subset denoting the truncated region (or truncation window) in R. Denoting
y) E T,
(x,
the truncation window w(x, y) to be {
(x,y) E^, ethtruncated image (4.1) can
0,
be rewritten as
p(x,y) = w(x,y).g(x,y).^

(4.2)

Unless otherwise stated, the region 1. is assumed to be rectangular i.e.
= {(x,y), Vx E [x1, x2], Vy E [yi,y2]},
where x2 > xi and y2 > yi. The region T of the truncation window w(x, y) is assumed
to be circular i.e.
T = {(x,y), VV(x — x0)2 (y — yo)2 < Rol,

where (xo,yo) is the center of the circular window and Ro is the radius.
Definition 4.2 A self cross correlation function is the circular (periodic) correlation
between an image observation g(x,y) and its truncated sub-image p(x,y). The circular
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correlation denoted by rin,(x, y), is defined over the region R,
^rop(x,y) = g(x, y)- r p(x , y) =^g (xl , yl)p(x^, y yl)dx' dy'
7.
^=

(4.3)

^g (xl , yl)w(x xl , y yl)g (x x' ,y yl)dx` dyl

where xl < x < x2 and Y1 < y < y2, and the self cross correlation is circular over the
region R.
Definition 43 The KT' self correlation is the circular correlation of the self cross correlation
defined in 4.3:

I^1
l
(4.4)
rifT(x, Y, &D.) = f rgp , y )rgp(x x ,y yl)e-14";" clx1 dy^

71

Again, xl < x < x2 and yi < y < yz, and the KT correlation is circular over the region R.
Definition 4.4 An image observation g(x, y) is
g(x,y) = go(x,y) ni(x)Y))^

(4.5)

where
go(x,y) =^h (x y , y') f g (x' y')dx` 44'^(4.6)

represents the image free from the photon noise and other additive noise. fg(x,y) is the
unknown object, and h(x,y, ,y') denotes the general space-variant point spread function
(PSF). n1 (x ,y) represents all the addtive noise introduced in the imaging process. The Fourier

transform of the PSF is the autocorrelation of an equivalent pupil function of an optical imaging
system. For the isoplanatic case, the PSF is space invariant, that is
h(x , y, x', y')^h(x — x' , y — )

and (4.6) can be simplified as the convolution (denoted by 0) form:
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go(x,y) = h(x,y) @ fg(x,y).

Definition 4.5 A truncated object denoted by fp(x,y) is the sub-object of fg(x,y). fp(x,y)
contains all the points (of fg(x,y)) which contribute to the truncated image p(x, y). Note

that U, the support-region of fp(x , y) is usually larger than T, the support-region of p(x , y).
However, if the non-zero intensities of f,, (x, all lie in its center region i.e. the outer regions
of f p(x , y) are all zeros, then U may be equal or smaller than T. Let fp(x ,y) be such that
\^0,^(x, y) E^— 1,
fP(x'Yi^t fg(x,y), (x,y) EU

(4.7)

then the truncated image p(x , y) is
p(x, y)^h(x , y , , yi) .fp (xi Yi)dx1 cly' n2(x , y), V(x , y) ET

(4.8)

= po(x , y) + n2(x, y)

where po(x , y) represents the part of the truncated image which is free from the photonnoise and other additive noise. It can be seen from (4.8), (4.5) and (4.2) that n2(x , y) is
the truncated noise,
n2(x,y) = w(x,y).ni(x,y)

and
po(x, y)

= w(x, y).go(x, y).

Definition 4.6 Assume that an anisoplanatic patch is partitioned into No approximately
isoplanatic patches. Thus for No isoplanatic patches, we partition the object fg(x,y) into No
non-overlapped regions and such that the kth sub-object is
0^(x,y) ER—
fk(x'Y)^fg, (x,y), (x,y)^Sk

(4.9)

n Sk = 0, i.e. the empty

No^

N.

k.1^

k=1

where the union of the sub-sets U Sk = R and their intersection

set (see Fig. 5.2). Then, a noise-free approximately isoplanatic image, denoted by gok(x, y) is
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the sub-image that is formed from the kth sub-object fk(x , y). The gok(x,y) can be expressed

in the convolution form:
gok(x,Y)

hk(s,Y) fk(x,Y) (x,Y) E 74,
^
0^(x, y)^

— 74,

(4.10)

where hk(x, y) represents the kth PSF corresponding to kth isoplanatic patch. Thus for an
anisoplanatic patch with No isoplanatic patches, the noise-free image go(x , y) is the sum of
No noise-free sub-images i.e.
No
90(X,

V) =EgOk(X,Y).^
k=i

(4.11)

Note that the non-zero sub-regions of gok(x, y), k = 1, • , No could be overlapping due to
the wide-spread PSF (see Fig. 5.3).
Now, suppose that Mo noise-free sub-images denoted by po,„(x, y), m = 1,•• • ,M0 (see
Fig. 4.1) are truncated from different regions of the noise-free observation go(x,y).

go

Figure 4.1 Illustrations of Mo truncated images from go(r,p)
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Then, the mth truncated sub-image pom(x, y) can be expressed as
Pom(x,Y) = wm(x,Y)go(x,Y)
/1/0
=^pomn(x,^rn = 1, ' • • , MO,
n=1

(4.12)

where the mth truncated window
^wm(x,

11,^y) E Tm
y) =^
(x, y) E — Tni

(4.13)

and ponin is the noise-free sub-image truncated in the region of the sub-image gon(x, y). The
various sub-regions of sub-objects fk (x, y)'s, sub-images go k(x , y)'s and truncated sub-images
Porn's will be further illustrated in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.

Definition 4.7 Let the Fourier transform of any function z(x, y) be the complex function
Z(wx,wy) IZ(wx, wy)lejc°. and the inverse Fourier transform of eic°. (the phasor of
Z(wx, wy) with unity magnitude) be z,p(x, y). We shall call zso(x, y) be phasor-image of
z(x, y).

Definition 4.8 An .edge in an image is the discontinuities either in the brightness or in its
gradient. A discontinuity in the gradient is also referred to as a "ridge".

Unless otherwise stated, a lowercase mathematical function will always represent an image
whose Fourier transform is denoted by an uppercase.
The Fourier transform of the self cross correlation (4.3) is
^Ryy((.4.2x

wy )^G(wx, wy)P* (wx , wy ),^(4.14)

The ensemble average of (4.14) is the self cross spectrum
(R„(wx,wy)) = (G(wx,wy)P*(wx, WO),

^ (4.15)

where 0 represents ensemble average. For notational simplicity, we will drop the subscripts
(w, w) and (x, y) sometimes.
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
OF A NOISY DEGRADED IMAGE
5.1 Phase Screen and Correlations
In one aspect, the turbulent atmosphere causes the optical wavefronts to randomly fluctuate
in space and time. The effects of the atmospheric turbulence on the wavefronts propagating
through the turbulence layers can be represented by a series of equivalent phase screens [321 .
Fig. 5.1 shows an example of phase screens. The resultant phase screen in Fig. 5.1 is the
sum of the three phase screens.

Phase Screen 1
Phase Screen 2
Phase Screen 3

Resultant
Phase Screen

Figure 5.1 An example of Phase Screens
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In another aspect, we always assume that the atmosphere turbulence is weak such that the
wavefront is basically a plane with small fluctuations. This indicates that the atmosphere is
in good "seeing" condition with coherence diameter do whose value ranges from 10 to 20crn.
Within an isoplanatic patch whose solid angle' spanned by a telescope is about 3 arcsecs, the
PSF's are basically space invariant.
In the speckle interferometry methodril, the autocorrelation functions of the observations
and of the PSF's are used to estimate the power spectrum (or the Fourier modulus) of the
object. The power spectrum of the object is insensitive to the relative positions of the subobjects within the object region and thus gives little information about the object. The KT
and TC methods use the KT spectrumr21 and the bispectrumr31 respectively to measure the
Fourier phase differences of the object. Though the phase difference can lead to the solution
of the phase of the object, the phase difference gives no direct information about the object.
When considerable noise is present in the speckle data, the true phase of the object may not
be recovered by the iterative process described in chapter 2.
We note that when the atmosphere turbulence is strong, the wavefront can no longer be
assumed to be a plane wave. In such cases, image reconstruction is not possible due to lack
of atmospheric coherence.
We have defined the self cross correlation as the correlation between an image and a
truncated sub-image (Defs. 4.1 and 4.2). When the truncated sub-image approaches the
whole image , the self cross correlation becomes the autocorrelation

g*p = g*g
in which the phase information is totally lost. When the truncated sub-image approaches an
impulse, the average of the self cross correlation becomes the long-exposure image

(g*p) = (g)
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which only retains the turbulence-limited low frequency information of the object. When the
truncated sub-image is the image of an unresolved point star (i.e. the PSF), the phase of the

self cross spectrum is simply the phase of the object. This can be seen from
GP* = HFgH*

=

IHI2Fg

where noise is ignored. Unfortunately, in real astronomical imaging, the presence of a well
isolated point star source is most unlikely for a given object.
In chapters 7-8 we will show that when the sub-image of any star source is properly
truncated, the self cross spectrum not only contains the Fourier phase information up to the
diffraction limit, but also presents essentially different properties from that of the TC (or KT)
correlation. Though this phase is not the phase of the object, we will show that it has much
direct and intimate relations to the Fourier phase of the object. Therefore, it is possible to
estimate the phase of the object from the self cross spectrum. In fact, the self cross spectrum
phase itself contains much information about the object. Such information is very useful
in reconstructing the object both in iterative and non-iterative phase recovery methods. The
retention of diffraction-limited information in the self cross spectrum can be ensured if the
truncated image p contains the image formed by about one complete wavefront at the aperture.
The main purpose of astronomical image reconstruction is to deconvolve the randomly
fluctuating wavefront from the unknown object. In this thesis we assume that the unknown
object is time-invariant. There are two kinds of reconstructions, one of which reconstructs the
wavefront in real time and is called holographic reconstruction. This is one of the main topics
of "Adaptive Optics"[361. Adaptive optics needs a reference source to correct the randomly
fluctuating wavefront in real time. The measured wavefront of a reference point source is
used to adaptively adjust the angles of the multi-sub-mirrors which form the main mirror.
Unfortunately, a reliable reference source seldom exists in astronomical imaging, especially
in the visible light region because the solid angle spanned by an isoplanatic patch is usually
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very small. We are not concerned with adaptive optics here. Instead we are considering image
reconstruction by post-processing the astronomical images.
Even if the PSF is known, It is usually impossible to reconstruct the wavefront (which
results in this PSF). This is because the OTF (the Fourier transform of the PSF) is the
autocorrelation function of the wavefront. The solution of the wavefront obtained from
the knowledge of the PSF only, is not unique except in very simple cases of wavefront
deformation. Therefore, for post-image processing, we have to consider the statistics of the
high-order correlations of the wavefront. The time-average of any order correlations of the
wavefront can be obtained by imaging any isolated point source. Therefore an estimate of
any-order correlation of the object can be obtained. Unfortunately, estimating the object from
any-order correlation of the images may not be feasible or may not give a unique solution of
the object due to the intrinsic properties of the correlations. The KT correlation and the triple
correlation are two examples of wavefronts correlations. In the KT or TC method, the phases
of the spectra of the average wavefronts correlations are cancelled as a result of the statistical
symmetry of the wavefront surface, leaving the KT spectrum phase or the TC's bispectrum
phase i.e. the phase difference of the object. However, the estimation of the phase from the
phase difference is not an easy task. Neither the bispectrum nor the phase difference shows a
close relation to the object. Our task in this work is to use the self cross correlation (Def. 4.2)
of the wavefront such that the correlation of the images shows minimized correlations between
the object and the high-order wavefront correlations and also the self cross correlation shows
close relationship to the object itself. This kind of self cross correlation makes reconstruction
of the object easy.

5.2 The Self Cross Spectrum for the Photon-Limited Speckle Images
Let g t(x , y) and pi(x , y) represent the ith of T image observations and its truncated sub30
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image, respectively. Let the unknown object be fg(x,y). We take gi(x,y) and pi(x,y) as
samples of random processes. For notational simplicity, we will drop the subscript i. This
will be consistent with the definitions in Chapter 4. The detected short-exposure image g(x,y)

of any object can be described as a Poisson stochastic process, thus
K,

g(x,y) =^45(x — x„„y — ym)-1- ng(x,y), (x,,,,y,n) E
and

K„

E

(5.1)

—

(5.2)
b(x xin, — Ym) np (x, Y), (srn, Ym) E
m.i
where Kg and Kp are the numbers of detected photon events in a single image frame with
P(x Y) =

Poisson distribution[17], and (xm, y,n) is the random position where the mth photon is detected.
In (5.1) and (5.2), ng and np represent additive white noise which includes the detection noise
that is inherent in the measurement process[371 and the background noise which is due to
scattered moonlight, or twilight. These noise sources and the photon noise will be described
in detail in section 5.4.
The self cross correlation of g and p is
K, Kp

rgp

= g*p =

E

8(x xk — xby yk — yi)

k=1 1=1
(Kg

+E

45(x — xk, Y

—

Yk)) *np

(5.3)

k=1
Kp

+ ng* (

E b(x — xi,y — yi) -I- ng*np.
1=1

In the Fourier domain, (5.1) and (5.2) can be expressed as
K,

G(coz,wg) =

E^+ Ng(wx,wg), (xk,yk) E R
k=1
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and

K„

P(wx,wy) =

E

e-i(wszk+wok) + Np(wx,wy), (xk,A)

E T.^(5.5)

k=1

The product of G and P* (* denotes the complex conjugate) gives the Fourier transform of
the self cross correlation rgp:
Rgp

EE

Kg Kg^
e-i_rux(xk-zo+wy(yk-yz),
= GP* =
k=1 1=1^
Kg

E
Kg

P

k=1^

(5.6)

+ Ng E e-vikexxi+wod + Np*Ng.
1=1

Using the method similar to that in reference [17], the expected value of GP*, given go and
photon number Kg is
E{GP*1G0,Kg] Kp GoPP E[NplGo

(5.7)

E[Ng]POT E[NgNp],

where Go is the Fourier transform of go which is defined in Def. 4.4, Ifp is the photon-noise
bias term which results from the photon noise. E[NgNp] in (5.7) is the detection noise bias
term that results from the detection noise correlation. We have assumed that the zero-mean
white noise ng is independent of the signal

Kg

E^- xk, y — yk). (5.7) can be rewritten as

k=1

E{GP* 1G0,K9] = KP GC1P() a2np,

^

(5.8)

where we used
E[NgNpl = E[INpll= a,z2 p.^

Eq. (5.9) follows from the fact that the noise
i.e.
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y) is truncated from the noise

(5.9)

ng(x,

y),
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ong(x,Y)

np(x , y) =

y) E T
(x,y) E^T

ng(x, y) can be written as

^ng(x,y) = np(x,v)-F Ang(x,y),^

(5.10)

where
= f 0,^(x,y) E T
1 ng(x Y) (x y) E 7?. — T .
Therefore np(x,y) is uncorrelated with the noise Ang(x, y). From (5.8) we know that the
Ang(x,y)

self cross spectrum E[GP*

IG0,14]

is a biased estimate of GoP. The two bias terms Kp

and ern2 are known a priori. The two bias terms have the following relation with the noise
ni (or n2 (4.5 and 4.8).
E[N1/V2] = E{IN2121 = K,, E[1.1Vp12] = K,,
The implementation of removing these biased terms will be described in Chapter 8.
In the above we considered only one image frame. Since the object to be considered is
very faint, one image frame is of very low SNR. To increase the SNR, we need to obtain
an ensemble average of GP* from a series of short-exposure images. In real astronomical
imaging, only a limited number of image observations is available. The ensemble average of

GP* from a total of T image frames is given by
(G P* ) = (K,,) (Gon) + 04
where 0 denotes the ensemble average.

N(gp)

N(gp)^

(5.11)

in (5.11) represents the noise due to the limited

image observations.

5.3 Segmentations of Isoplanatic Patches from Anisoplanatic Patch
The previous work"' was all based on the assumption that the object lies within a
turbulence isoplanatic patch, so that the convolutional relationship go = h ® f9 applies. Due
33
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to the limited turbulence coherent length, an isoplanatic patch spans only a very small solid
angle ranging from 2-4 arcsecs. An image resulting from one isoplanatic patch is often
not isolated. Rather, images resulting from different isoplanatic patches are overlapped. As
a result, the above convolutional relationship does not apply. Truncation errors cannot be
avoided if an image sub-region which is considered to be formed through an isoplanatic patch
is truncated from the whole-image. Such truncation decreases the obtainable resolution of
the reconstructed images[41. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the overall effects of the
anisoplanatic patch to avoid the truncation effects.

We assume that the anisoplanatic turbulence patch can be partitioned into several isoplanatic patches, such that the impulse response for each isoplanatic patch is space-invariant.
Fig. 5.2 shows the sketch of an object with three sub-regions. We can always assume that
each star is located within an isolated region since the dimensions in the focal plane of many
stellar objects are tiny compared to the diameter of a telescope. go(x,y) is now the sum of
34
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The darker area resprents the non-zero region of each sub-object.

Figure 5.2 The partition of an object, each sub-object 11,12 and h being located in an isoplanatic patch

No isoplanatic but overlapping sub-images
No
go(X)Y)

= Eyu(x,y),

(5.12)

k=1

where

hk(x,y)EDA(x,Y), (x,y)E

gOk(S, V) =^
gOk(x,

(5.13)

(X, g) E

y) represents the sub-image formed through the kth isoplanatic patch and hk (x, y) is the

PSF corresponding to the kth isoplanatic patch. Substituting (5.13) into (5.12), it becomes
No
go(x, y) = Ehk(x,y)®fk(x, y).^(5.14)
k=i

The sub-regions Rk's are overlapping, i.e.

N.

U R.k = R.. Further,
n 7^0 in general and k=1
k=1^

we assume that for each isoplanatic image region Rk , there is a truncated image denoted by
Jo,^(x,y) ER. — Tk
(5.15)
POk(x, Y)
go(s,y), (x,y) E
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where Tk is a proper subset of 74 and

N.

n

Tk 0 in general. It can be seen from (5.15
1.1
and 5.12) and that pok(x,y) could have contributions from fk(x,y) and other sub-objects

neighboring fk(x,y) i.e. pok(x,y) results from more than one isoplanatic patch. In specific,
pok(x,y) can be written as
No

POki,(x Y) (x10 E

POk(x)Y) =^
s=1

o,^(x,Y) e^— rk,

(5.16)

where the contribution from sub-object fi(x,y) is
Poki(x,Y) =

(x, y), (x, y) E rk n Ri,
gooi
(x,y) E — (Tk n

(5.17)

Fig. 5.3 shows an example of various regions of sub-images.

Figure 5.3 An example of the sub-image and truncated sub-image regions resulting from three isplanatic patches

—comes
Substituting for P in (5.11) by the Fourier transform of Pk = Pok -I-. n2, (5.11) he
(G/I) (Kph) + (Go Pk) cf!p,
No^

= (Kp,) +

E (H/PA)Fi + cm +
1=1
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k = 1,..., NO.
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The No linear system of equations (5.18) constitute the general truncated cross spectra form
for an anisoplanatic patch. In order to estimate the unknown object
No
fg(x,Y)(=

E h(x,y)),

1=
1

from 5.18, we need to find Ne cross spectra,

{(H1P1,), 1,k = 1,• • • , No} ,

or equivalently the Arg cross correlations
{(hi*Pok), 1,k =1,• • • ,No},

that is, we need to calculate the cross correlation between images from different isoplanatic
patches. This is very difficult since the PSF's
{h1, 1= 1,• • , No}

are usually unknown a priori.
Consider now the kth sub-object fk• We assume that the cross correlation between two
images from widely separated isoplanatic patches is very low. Thus the resolution limit of
their cross correlation
{(hrkhk), / k}

is equivalent to that of the long-exposure. However, we need to consider the cross correlations
hi*poki =^goi, i k and i = 1, - , No.^(5.19)
Fortunately we will show in our simulations in later chapters that the intensity distribution
of hi*Poki is mainly located outside the non-zero region of the kth sub-object. Besides, we
choose pa to be the brightest region within the sub-image gok• Thus for the region near the
centroid of the kth sub-object fk, hk*Pokk dominates the RHS of (5.18). For No = 1, the
self cross spectrum (5.18) becomes
(G11)^(Kp1) (111P1)F1
37
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This is the simplest isoplanatic case (isoplanatic hypothesis).
5.4 The Physics of the Noise
To understand the nature of the noise in astronomical imaging, we must study the speckle
image detection process.
There are analogue and photon-counting detectors. All the presently used infrared imagers
are analogue, while photon-counting detectors are used for imaging in the visible light
regionE"1.
Taking into account the image detector, the ith short-exposure monochromatic image g
(5.1) is changed to
K,

g=

E k(xm,ym)dm(x,y) @ 5(x — x m, y — ym) ng(x , y),^(5.21)

m=i

where dm(x, y) is the detector point spread function for the mth photon and k(xm, ym) is
the weight function. For photon counting detectors, dm(x, y) is approximately an impulse
function and
k(sm, ym)^1.

However, this condition is untrue for other detectors such as intensified vidicons.
In (5.21), dm(x, y) is applied as a convolution, it is written with a subscript m to emphasize
that it may vary on a photon-by-photon basis. Similarly, the weights k(xm,ym) of the photon
events are in general not identical, but depend upon the location at which the photon is
detected. Thus, the values of dm(x, y) and k(xm,ym) may vary from frame to frame and
therefore introduce non-linearity to the observation system. dm (x ,y) and k(xm, ym) must
be calibrated and compensated for, on a frame by frame basis, at least, if not on a photonby-photon one. The signal dependent nature of dm(x,y) typically arises from the geometric
distortion of the image. The photon locus dependency of k(xm, ym), often called the "flat
38
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field" response, reflects the gain and sensitivity of the particular detector elements involved.
The geometric distortion dependency of dm(s , y) is compensated for via a reference to a
regular grid observed in the focal plane. The flat field response is compensated for via a
reference to a uniform intensity distribution observed in the focal plane. Thus it is quite easy
to compensate for these effects since they are not random.
The other noise term in 5.21 is the additive noise ng(x, y). The additive noise includes
the detection noise and the background noise.
The detection noise is inherent in the measurement process. It may be statistical in origin
and may be associated with the detector used. Detection noise may arise from sources in the
detector with photon-like responses (dark noise) and from thermal electronic readout noise.
The dark noise and readout noise differ significantly. The photon-like responses are colored by
the detector's PSF with its non-linearities as described above. The thermal electronic readout
noise on the other hand have an entirely different spectrum, which is commonly white, or
nearly white. The readout noise is not a weak source of noise but is usually relatively stable
and is associated with any analogue detector.
The other additive noise, the background noise arises when additional sources of photons
in the field of view are present. These photons add signals which are considered as noise since
they do not add relevant information. For example, there may be a bright sky background
due to scatted moonlight, or twilight. The background noise is assumed to be white and
signal independent.
In the infrared region, the additive white noise sources dominate. In the visible light
region, photon noise which is additive and signal-dependent with well-known Possion distribution dominates. Photon noise is due to the quantization of light. The effects of photon
noise are that of adding a photon noise bias term and another signal-dependent noise term

to the image correlation function.
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As is customary, we will simply ignore the additive white noise in the visible light region,
while in the infrared light imaging, the photon noise is ignored.
There is another complicated noise source associated with an image intensifier requiring a
gain of around 500,000 to detect a single phothevent in a CCD (not MAMA detector). Owing
to the image intensifier's properties, a photoevent is a spread out spott381 with statistically
varying intensities. Additionally, the above mentioned background noise degrades the raw
data. To avoid these noise sources, only the addresses can be extracted from the raw
speckle interferograms by searching for the local maxima of the spread photoeventsr391.
Another method to avoid this noise is a photon counting method which utilizes a skeletizing
algorithm[40] [41]• A common problem of photon counting is that two or more overlapping
photons are detected as only one event. In other words, close photoevents produce overlapping
spots which appear as one spot with one local maximum, and hence the address of only one
single photoevent is detected. The missing photons of close photoevent addresses cause the
"photon-counting hole" in the average correlationsr383. This noise becomes severe when the
object is not very faint. Compensation for this noise is complicated and is discussed in details
in reference [38]. This noise is ignored as we assume that the probability of detecting two or
more photons in one address is very small for the faint objects considered.
Later, we will analyze and prove some important properties of the self cross spectrum.
Then we use these properties to retrieve the Fourier phase of the object by both iterative and
non-iterative methods. Before retrieving the phase we shall in the next chapter consider a
simpler case of reconstruction in the presence of background and detection noise.
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Chapter 6
THE ESTIMATIONS OF TURBULENCEDEGRADED IMAGES IN THE PRESENCE OF
DETECTION AND BACKGROUND NOISE ONLY
6.1 Introduction
The speckle interferometry technique estimates the amplitude of the Fourier transform of
the object from images degraded by atmospheric turbulence. It was developed for the case
when noise is not present. In this chapter we consider the a simple problem of recovering
the modulus of the object in the presence of signal-independent detection and background
noise. While the signal-dependent photon noise is ignored. We consider the case when the
imaging operates in infrared light region or operates in the visible light region with a fairly
bright object. In such cases, the backgound and detection noise dominate. In this section
we discuss the extension of the traditional speckle interferometry technique to this problem.
In section 2 we report on a filter with a better noise suppression performance. We assume
the knowledge of a series of short-exposure image observations and the knowledge of the
averaged autocorrelation functions relating to the point spread function (PSF).
To retrieve the information (about the object) contained in the speckle data, a number
of interferometric imaging techniques have been developed and applied in optical astronomy and other situations involving imaging through turbulence as mentioned in chapter 2.
Labeyrierll first proposed and implemented the technique of speckle interferometry for obtaining diffraction-limited estimate of the spatial autocorrelation of stellar objects. This technique
finds the modulus (equivalently, the autocorrelation) of the unknown object. Since (1G12) the
time-averaged squared Fourier modulus of the observation ( i.e., the power spectrum estimated
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from a limited number of image observations ) is the product of 1Fg1 2 , the squared Fourier
modulus of the unknown object and (1H12), the time-averaged squared Fourier modulus of
the impulse response, then

(1G12) =(IH12)1Fg 12. ^ (6.1)
Thus, the Fourier modulus of fg is obtained s

Eg

(6.2)

Note that the SI estimate (6.2) could be considered as an inverse filter applied to the power
spectra relation (6.2). The inverse Fourier transform of Fg

2

is the objects' autocorrelation

function which can be used to measure star diameter and oblateness. However, it is clear
that the retrievable information about the object will, in general, not be complete, for it is the
squared modulus of the object spectrum, (or equivalently, the autocorrelation of the object
which is obtained,) and not the complete spectrum itself that is obtained. As discussed in
chapter 2 the Knox-Thompson (KT) method[21, the triple correlation method[711421 and the
phase retrieval by generalized projections1241 are the extensions of the speckle interferometry
technique for recovering the Fourier phase from atmospherically degraded astronomical
speckle data.
Some attempts to reconstruct the atmospheric turbulence degraded images have considered
the case when photon noise is present. The photon-noise limited resolutions are obtained by
[ [ 45] when the number
using the KT method [43114411451 and the triple correlation method [7]42]

of image observations at low light level is large enough. In later chapters, we will detail the
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algorithms and implementions of object reconstructions from the truncated cross correlation
in the presence of both photon- and detection noise. As discussed in the previous chapter,
when the image sensor operates in the photon-counting mode, the photon noise that is due to
the quantization of the light dominates the detection noise at visible wavelength at low light
level. The photon noise introduces a complex bias term and a random term in both the power
spectrum equation and in the phase difference equations in the KT phase retrieval algorithm.
The effects of the photon noise bias term may be removed by subtracting appropriately scaled
constants from the power spectrum of the image and from the phase-difference equations. The
accurate compensation for the effects of photon noise bias term is thus easy to implement.
The estimation of the Fourier modulus of the object is realized by the speckle interferometry
technique[431 (which is basically the inverse filter applied to the power spectra relation between
the object and the observations). This is valid since the photon noise contributions to the
Fourier modulus equation is a constant if the randomly changing term is ignored.
However, since most space objects of interest are quite faint for the imaging process, a high
gain image intensifier is also needed. Also in many cases the recorded data has to be converted
to a digitized form for the required digital processing. In these cases, intensifier is then needed.
In these cases, intensifier shot noise and digitization noise are introduced. In addition, at longer
wavelengths (e.g., in infrared astronomical speckle interferometryM) the image degradation
due to atmospheric turbulence is less than that at visible wavelengths. Infrared speckle data
are contaminated by detector noise at shorter wavelengths and by thermal noise at longer
wavelengths, where these noise sources dominate the photon noise. The detection noise, the
digitization noise and the thermal noise may reasonably be assumed to be additive. These
noise sources are described in detail in the previous chapter. Compensation for the effects of
these additive noise sources is a more difficult problem than that of compensation for photon
noise and generally leaves severe residual errors in the reconstructed image147]. In this chapter
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we address this problem. We consider the case when the atmospheric turbulence degraded
images are contaminated with additive white noise only. This additive noise may include
photon noise if the latter is approximated by white noise[441. In this chapter, we assume that
the noise is signal independent with zero mean.
For the model written in the Fourier domain as

G = HFg + Ng,^

(6.3)

the time average of squared modulus of G can be expressed as

(1G12) = (IH12)1Fg12 + (H*F;Ng)+ (HFgN;)+ (INg12). ^(6.4)

If the random variables (H*Fg*Ng) and (HFOrg*) are approximated by their respective
expected values which are zeros, then applying the speckle interferometry technique we obtain
the Fourier modulus of fg

2^(1G12) — (iNg12)
(1H12)

(6.5)

The same estimate (6.5) is also obtained by applying the inverse filter on the model (6.4).
Using this speckle interferometry (inverse) filter may cause significant errors in the spectra
estimates. The modulus of the turbulence optical transfer function is usually very small at high
frequencies. Thus the value of the denominator of the above filters may approach zero. Also
as a consequence of very short-exposure time and low light level of astronomical objects, the
signal-noise ratio will be low. The effect of neglecting the two noise terms in (6.4) therefore
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can seriously degrade the quality of the reconstructed image. Unsatifactory estimates of the
modulus of the object could also affect the phase estimate of the IFT phase retrieval method.
Seldin and Fienup [13] have shown that the chances of obtaining a unique solution in the
iterative Fourier transform algorithm decrease- as the error in the estimated power spectrum
of the object increases.
In the rest of this chapter we derive a new filter to estimate modulus of the object when
additive noise is present. Our filter is based on the least squares criterion. The Fourier
phase is reconstructed by using the Knox-Thompson method and the phase dislocation is
considered[431[461. The results of our filter are much better than those of the inverse speckle
interferometry approach in that the high spatial frequencies are emphasized (enhanced) and
the noise is suppressed. This is demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally.

6.2 Estimation of the Fourier Modulus of the Object

The Noisy Degraded Image Model
For an incoherent imaging system, the ith short-exposure image intensity g(x,y,ti) is
obtained by the convolution of the object intensity fg(x,y) with the space-invariant point
spread function h(x,y,ti) which is a random and time-varying function, its randomness is the
result of random wavefront fluctuations when light propagates through the turbulent medium.
Suppose that the integration time At of each short-exposure image is less than the turbulence
characteristic fluctuation time, then the point spread function basically remains unchanged in
the time interval At. Moreover, the time interval between image observations is assumed
greater than the fluctuating time of the atmosphere. This is to ensure that image observations
are statistically independent. White noise ng(x,y,ti) is then added leading to the equation:

g(x,y,ti) = h(x,y,ti)^fg^ng(x,y,ti),^(6.6)
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where ® represents the convolution operator and time ti takes discrete values {4}, i
1, 2, • • , T. T is the number of independent short-exposure image observations. The observations g(x,y,ti) are assumed known. The noise process ng(x,y,ti) is assumed to be
uncorrelated with zero mean and known strength = o.

Restoration Via the Wiener Criterion
The Wiener estimate ig is based on simultaneously considering "all" the observations
g(x,y,ti), i = 1, 2, • • • , T. The criterion is that of minimizing
^

(6.7)

E[fg — f9] 2

and such that
T

fg

= Ehr(x,y,ti)®

g(x,y,ti)^

(6.8)

i=1

We first consider the case when the impulse responses h(x,y,ti), i=1, 2,• • • ,T are samples
of a random process h(x, y, t). It can be shown (proof not included) that the sought after hirs
in (6.8) are the solution of the following filter of linear equations in the frequency domain:
^E[H: H T]W f g
^E{.11; I I T]W f g
E[I-1;^f g^E[IH2121W fg a2n,^•

E [IH 112]W i9

cr;,9^E[H: 1121W fg

_ E[I-13-Hi]W jg^E[11;412iW jg^• • E[IHT12]147fg+
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[ling7
HITT:"^E[ ff
-=

E[H 2' 1W f f

H T^E[H'4',]V17 f f

(6.9)
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where Hi denotes H(0, ti), W19 denotes Wh(0), the power spectrum of h and H:: denotes
14(0, ti). Thus the estimate depends on the temporal cross correlations E[HtHi] which are
assumed unknowns. For the special case when
E[Hi] = E[H]^= E [11112}^Vi
and

E[1-1: Hi] = E[1111-4]^V i^j and 1
the solution of the system (6.9) yields the answer

i'g =

E[H*]EG,

(6.10)

E{IH121+ YE{N Hi) + re;

where Gi denotes G(, ti). If the temporal cross correlations E[Htiki] are ignored, (6.10)
reduces to

p E[HlEGi

(6.11)

g E [I H 12] + re;
This Wiener estimate is thus equivalent to that of the Wiener filter based on the time averaged
(or long-exposure) image and impulse response.
If the h(x,y,ti), i = 1, 2, • • • , T are considered as fixed or deterministic and not as
sample of a random process h(x, y, t) then the Wiener estimate based on the criteria as in
(6.7) and (6.8), i.e. using all the multiple observations is the solution to the following linear
simultaneous equation:
{

1 rWig I

.^
^. =^

111112Wfp + edig^Ili * H2Wfg^HI HTW ja^1:0

H^
IHJW/g^1H212W19 +

H;Wig
cd,g^;
II
HTWfa^?^
II

1:1;411Wig^114112Wfg^• • • 1117•12Wig +
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Solving these equations we obtain
E

Pg =

i=1

(6.13)

1^2^a 2

T^+

1=1

This filter needs the values iris, i = 1, 2, • , T for its solution. For our problem these
are unfortunately unknowns.
From the above it is deducted that the Wiener estimates based on simultaneously considering all the estimates (6.10 and 6.13) needs more information about the OTF's than merely
their time-averaged autocorrelation functions. We thus shall take a different approach.

An Ad-hoc Scheme for Restoring the Fourier Modulus
We shall assume h(x,y,ti), i = 1, 2, • • ,T as deterministic but instead of obtaining
the estimate based on simultaneously considering all the observations (as above), we shall
first obtain for every ti the estimate fg(x,y,ti) from its corresponding observation g(x,y,ti)
and impulse response h(x,y,ti). Then we shall manipulate the result so that after (time)
averaging we obtain the result Pg in terms of the independently observed time-averaged
values of ( IH 1 2), 1 G12 ) (and ((IG12))). The phase of Pg is obtained later separately
using a method based on the KT techique121.
To obtain ig(x, y, t) we use the least squares criterion

minimizeE [fg(x, y, t) — fg(x,y)

and such that
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fg(x,y,ti) = hr(x,y,ti) ® g(x,y ,ti)^ (6.15)

The answer is known to be

wh g( C:), ti)
117P ,ti) — W1(415 ti)

(6.16)

where
Wg(3,ti) = IH(,t1)121F912 +

(6.17)

and

Wfg((7.;,ti)= H*(C.5,4)1Fg12.^

With (6.6), (6.15-6.18)
f

(6.18)

1'4(4 to I becomes

t)^H* (,t1)1Fg12
Pg(f.7),ti) =^G(w,ti) —
W g(w,ti)^W9(475,4)

g(CD.

(6.19)

And since H(, ti) is unknown we multiply both sides of (6.19) by the conjugate of Ifigp,tol,
and by taking the expected value and substituting (6.17) into it, we obtain the power spectrum
of the estimate ..4(x,y,ti)
121^
cr2
ng
^11F912.
E{Vg(LZ,ti)1 = ^
)1
Wg(,ti) I
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The estimate in (6.20) is based on a single observation. To obtain the estimate
from all the images, we now take time average < > of

E { 4(0;4)

E [ 14(0,4) 12 (Here < > is equivalent

T

to the summation + E.) (6.20) becomes
1.1
2

C7 n

g

<El Pg(0,4)12]) =^Wg(0,ti)))

(6.21)

IFgl2

IFg12 may be obtained from the measured quality (IG(TS, ti)12), i.e. from the equation
(1G12) = (11112)11g12 (H*F;Ng)-1- (liFgN;)+^(6.22)

where we have dropped the variables w and ti for simplicity and have ignored the difference
between the two quantities o-n2g and (1Ng12). Substituting (6.22) into (6.21) and approximating

Wg by 1G12, yield
<El

KIG12) — (H*F;Ng) — (HFgN;) —
Pa 2 I) =^°- tig ^

(1G12)^(1//12)

The Fourier transforms of the time-averaged correlations

(6.23)

(H* Fg*Ng)and (HFgNg*) in

(6.23) are approximated by their respective expected values which are zeros.
With this approximation, (6.23) becomes

<El

Pg

21)^(1^crn2g^(1G12) — cr?zg
(1G12)^(11/12)^•
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Finally the Fourier modulus of the estimate ig is found by taking the square root of 6.24

1

(1„,2)^
(1G12)
' 1/2
[(1^'74-)(1G'2)-`9

(6.25)

If a measurement of the quantity (1H12) is not available then this term can be calculated
by the method described in Reference[17] with the assumption that the lens aberration is
known a priori.

Discussion of the Fourier Modulus Estimate
In the special case when the noise is not present ^= 0) then our estimate equation
(6.24) reduces to

412=(E[lEg(473,t012

D

(1 G 12)
=

(6.26)

)

which is the same as that of the traditional speckle interferometry technique (6.2) in the
absence of noise. In the presence of additive noise the traditional speckle interferometry
technique yields the inverse filter (6.5) which is written again
2^

1F91 =

(IGI2)

(1W)

(6.27)

The difference between our filter (6.24) and the inverse filter (6.26) is the presence of the
0,2

term (1 ^nS
(pi )^in the numerator of our filter.
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To anticipate the performances of the above filters we note that the filter might run into
problems when the common denominator (1H12) has values near zeros.
This term, the time-averaged squared modulus optical transfer function (M'TF), is known
to attain very small values at high spatial frequencies. When this term is equal to zero, (6.26)
and (6.27) will blow up, i.e. the estimate will go to infinity.
However for our filter in (6.24) when (1H12) = 0 the extra term in the numerator in
(6.24) becomes

2

Cing

(1^C.
OG12)
lig

KINa12)
2
—crn2
ng) = O.

(6.28)

Since (1H12) = 0 when each 1H12 = 0. Thus the computational instability of this filter is
significantly reduced. The above discussion considered the very severe case when (1H12) is
equal to zero. When (1H12) attains very small values, the effects of these high frequency
amplifications, as shall be found experimentally, are very obvious in the images filtered by
the speckle interferometry method and images filtered by our filter are not present.

6.3 Reconstruction of the Fourier Phase of the Object
To compensate for the noise effect in the Fourier phase of the reconstructed image, we here
use the original KT techniquer21 and apply it to our turbulence-degraded image restoration
problem. The KT method uses the fact that the phase difference between two values of
Fg , separated in spatial frequency by ACi (1,64 < 27p\) can be retrieved from the time

autocorrelation function of the original speckle data g(x,y,ti). Writing (6.6) in the Fourier
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domain, we obtain
G(Ci ,ti) = (ii,ti)Fg N9(6".1,4).^ (6.29)

The time autocorrelation in Fourier domain can be expressed by

(G(1, ti)G* tO)=(.14131, ti)H* ti)) Fg(Ci i)F; + (Ng ^ti)H* (44)Fg*)
^(6.30)
1-(H(iiti)Fg(ah) N; (a; , ti)) (Ng(i.7.11,ti)N;(c7.

where Cji denotes al +
When the number of observations goes infinity, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th terms of the RHS of
(6.30) vanish if the noise ng(x, y, ti) is white and uncorrelated with h(x, y, ti) and fg(x, y).
We point out here that in realistic situations, the sum of these three terms might have a
non-negligible value compared to the first term when the number of images are not large
enough. Thus the accurate phase retrieval estimation usually requires more short-exposure
image observations than the accurate modulus restoration does. That is the Fourier phase
estimate is more sensitive to additive noise. Ignoring the 2nd, 3rd and 4th terms on the RHS
of (6.30) and dividing by I (G(i, ti)G*(C.S, ti)) I, (6.30) becomes
(G(C31,ti)G* (Co* ,ti)) _ (H(ulh,ti)H* (c1; , ti)) Fg(1 )F;

ti)G* (C3 ,t1))1^i(11('i, ti)H* (X0))1 IFg(6")

(6.31)

Denoting the phase of Fg by 9 9 we obtain
Fg (01)F; I
)^
0
= pefg, ALI). ^(6.32)
phase of^
.1^
= 9f, (wl^
fg
IFg(wi)Fg I
[
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019 can

be obtained by summing the phase difference

A019((:),

Afi). For the case of imaging

through the atmosphere, with a telescope having significant aberrations, (H(w.1, ti)H* (c7; ,ti))
the time autocorrelation of the transfer function is a complex function and point star pictures
would be needed to correct the phase informationt481. In the absence of telescope aberrations,
the time autocorrelation of the transfer function should be a real function. The phase Ofg
is given by integrating the phase differences from the original to the point. The phase is
calculated by averaging four different paths1431 to reduce the error of accumulation inherent in
the process involving the continued addition of a large number of noise quantities. To avoid
the 27 phase wrap (or phase distortion)E4311461 when multiple-path phases are averaged, we
divide Eq.(6.3 1) by \A P(Ci, 4)12) instead of l(G(Cji, t i)G* , t

0)1.

6.4 Simulations and Results
In this section, we present the experimental results obtained by using our filter to restore
the Fourier modulus and phase of the object from noisy data. The blurred images are obtained
by computer simulation in which the Gaussian distributed wavefront distortions t 171[483 of
the turbulent atmosphere are used with the assumption that the most significant distortions
introduced by the turbulence are phase distortions. The wavefront distortions due to turbulence
is assumed to be isoplanatic1151 over the section concerned with the aberration free lens. The
noise which is white Gaussian with

ang

= 1.2 is then added to the 64 x 64 blurred images

(see Figs. 6.1b-6.1c. ). The object chosen (see Fig. 6.1a) is an arbitrarily structured star-like
image with

o-f,

Af

= 50, where afg =^E

i=l

The Gaussian random phase function

E

j=1

g(i,J) and M=64.

(,0 (x, y ,ti)

corresponding to the atmospheric turbu-

lence coherence cell size 11 x 11 is produced by an independent Gaussian function W(x,y,ti)
passing through a lowpass filter 1-1(s ,y)[21 , i.e.
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co(x , y ,ti) = hi,(x,y)€‘11(x,y,ti)^ (6.33)

Thus the autocorrelation function of co(x,y,ti) is

liw(xr, Yr ,ti) = 141(x 1Y) e ht(-x,-y) liw(sr, Yr, ti)

^

(6.34)

Where the autocorrelation function of ti(x,y,ti) is given by

/4(x7,yr,ti) = E[T(x, x, y,- y,ti)W(xr,yr,ti)]= 48(sr, yr).^(6.35)

The coherence cell size is then determined by the filter hw(x, y). The Gaussian phase
so(x, y, ti) whose RMS value is chosen equal to 27r, is used to produce the incoherent optical

function,

H( ,t1) =

f f C(s1 ,y1)C*(x^,y yi)dx'cly'
f f IP(x,y)I2dxdy

(6.36)

where

y) = p(x, oev(xt,),^
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P(x,y)

is the pupil function of the lengths and (x, y) = V(wx,coy).. A typical point spread

function is shown in Fig. 6.2a. A one-dimensional section of the impulse response is shown
in Fig. 6.2b. Each point spread function was then recentered to remove large phase tilts[2].
The images restored by our filter from 10, 20, 40, 50, 60 and 100 noisy degraded images
are shown in Figs. 6.3a-6.3f. For comparison, Figs. 6.3A-6.3F show the images restored by
[f
g(i,j) fg(i, j)] 2 is
the inverse filter (6.26). The estimation RMS error 6 = .442.
i=l j=1
calculated corresponding to the different number of short-exposure images Fig. 6.4.
The experimental results show that
(1) The estimates based on our LS filter are better than those based on the speckle
interferometry inverse filter specially when the number of image observations is not very
large.
(2) The estimation RMS error f decreases as the number of the short-exposure images
increases.
(3) When the variance o2
ng of the additive noise increases, the number of the images has
to be increased dramatically to obtain satisfactory results. In our example when ong = 2.4,
(while o-fgremains 50), more than 500 images are needed to obtain results comparable in the
RMS error and visual quality to those obtained using 100 images and an. = 1.2. This is
mainly due to the fact that the terms neglected in estimating the Fourier phase (6.32) need
more observations before they diminish considerably.
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(a)

^

(b)

^

(c)

Figure 6.1 (a) Object; (b), (c) two of the noisy, degraded, short-exposure images.

(a)
Figure 6.2 (a) Typical simulated PSF; (b) section of the PSF in (a). ^(Continued . . . )
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(b)
Figure 6.2 (a) Typical simulated PSF; (b) section of the PSF in (a).
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Figure 6.3 Restored images from 10, 20, 40, 50, 60, and 100 observations
with our filter [(a)-(0] and with speckle interferometry [(A)-(F)]
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Figure 6.4 Estimated RMS error corresponding to different numbers of
short-exposure images with speckle interferometry (1) and the ad hoc filter (2)

6.5 Summary
We have shown that the restoration of the Fourier modulus of the object from additive
noisy speckle data by the LS filter criterion is feasible. The effect of the additive noise
on the estimate of the Fourier modulus can be suppressed and good results are obtained
with much fewer samples than those required by applying the speckle interferometry inverse
filtering method. Our algorithm utilizes time-averaged data, it has the added advantages (as
that of speckle interferometry and Knox-Thompson methods) in that the computer memory
and computations involved have the same order of magnitude as that of processing one single
image. Thus heavy computations and excessive memory burdens are not needed.
The restoration via our filter does not improve on the method by which the Fourier phase
is recovered from the KT method. Other methods for obtaining better Fourier phase estimates
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are discussed in chapters 7 and 8. Furthermore, if the speckle data is recorded on photographic
film or photoelectric systems, film grain noise and noise due to electron emission1493 would
be present, these signal dependent noise models should be studied.
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Chapter 7
OBTAINING TIGHT OBJECT BOUNDS FOR
PHASE RECOVERY VIA THE IFT ALGORITHM
7.1 The Importance of Obtaining Object Bounds
The object bounds defines the boundaries or edges of the unknown object. The object
bounds constraints are crucial for the IFT algorithm (or more generally, the Generalized
Projection method) to converge to a unique solution[13].
The iterative Fourier transform (FT) method, its other versions

[18][21][22] and

more

generally, the generalized projections methodE50 have been used to retrieve the Fourier phase.
Successful reconstructions by these algorithms are found in the literature for both computer
simulated and real data

[18][21][51][52]•

The advantage of this phase-retrieval algorithm is

its noise tolerance and high computational efficiency. However, when considerable noise
is present in the autocorrelation functions, the generalized projection algorithm often cannot
converge to a unique solution without tight object constraints. Even when considerable noise is
not present, the algorithm still requires sufficiently strong object-domain constraints to ensure
solution uniqueness and to achieve convergence to a solution within a reasonable number of
iterations. Due to the fact that the Fourier modulus is a non-convex constraint, the iterations
converge in a weak sense and often end at some local minima. The chances of obtaining a
unique solution decrease as the noise level in the estimated autocorrrelation function of the
object increases[53] [54].
In most cases the estimated autocorrelation function can only give a loose object-domain
upper bound. This upper bound is given by half the diameter of the autocorrelation. This
bound is not tight enough to ensure the convergence of the generalized projection iterative
algorithm. Even for a geometrically simple object, tight-object support bounds cannot always
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be obtained due to the estimation error in the autocorrelation function. The algorithm usually
stagnates especially when the size of the object is larger'

3]•

For an arbitrary object it is

usually difficult to obtain tight object bounds.
In this chapter, a new method for finding tight object-support bounds using the self cross
correlation information is addressed. We will discuss how the information contained in the self
cross correlation gives the required tight object bounds. We exploit the relations among the
self cross spectrum phase, the Fourier phase of an object and object support bounds through
examples. From these relations we obtain tight object support bounds. In this chapter, we
study the case when all the stars or the sub-objects in the object region have fairly sharp
edges. Also atmospheric turbulence is assumed to be isoplanatic.

7.2 The Phasor-image of an Object and its Support Bounds
The object support bounds are defined as the boundaries of non-negative object support
regions. As is known, most of high-value magnitudes of the Fourier spectrum of an
image observation are usually concentrated on very low frequency region. While low-value
magnitudes of the Fourier spectrum are distributed on much broad high frequency region.
Since edge information about an object is mostly contained in the high frequency region,
when the Fourier phasor is concerned, the unity magnitude of the phasor greatly enhances the
high frequency components which correspond to the edges of the object. Thus, the inverse
Fourier transform of the phasor e9 of the Fourier transform of any object gives the edges
of an object. For convenience, we shall call the inverse Fourier transform of the phasor, the
phasor-image (Def. 4.7). Figs. 7.2a and 7.2b show two phasor-images of two computer

simulated objects in Figs. 7.1a and 7.1b. respectively. From the phasor-images of Fig. 7.2,
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it can be seen that the edge information about the object is well preserved .

(a) The first computer simulated object^(b) The second computer simulated object
Figure 7.1 Two computer-simulated objects

(a) The phasor-image of the first object^(b) The phasor-image of the second object
Figure 7.2 The phasor-images of the objects in Fig. 7.1

7.3 Edge Preservation in the Phasor-image of
the Self Cross Spectrum Phase
The question now is: does the self cross spectrum
information about the object

fg(x,

(G0P0*)

still preserve the edge

y), like the phasor-image of the object?

To answer this question, let us begin with a simple example. In this example no photonnoise is introduced to simulated speckle images for simplicity. Thus G = Go and P = Po.
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A computer-simulated single star object f is shown in Fig. 7.3a. The phasor-image of this
object is shown in Fig. 7.3b. It is clear that the edges in f are preserved. f is then convolved
with the random turbulence-degraded short-exposure PSF h to obtain g. A typical such PSF
h is shown in Fig. 7.3c. A truncated sub-image p is chosen from g as the brightest circular
window whose diameter d is equal to the average diameters of the PSF's. The phasor-image
of the self cross correlation (p*g) where g = h 8 f and where the average is taken over 300
images is shown in Fig. 7.3d. It can be seen from Fig. 7.3d that the phasor-image of the
self cross correlation (p*g) also preserves the edges of f! The question now is: why does
the phasor-image of (p*g) preserve the profile of f?

(a) A test object

(b) The phasor-image of the (c) A typical short-exposure
test object

PSF

(d) The phasor-image of the self cross

(e) The phasor-image of the cross

correlation (pl r g)

correlation (h*p)

Figure 7.3 The example of edge preservation in the phasor-image of the self cross correlation
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Here we give a heuristic analysis of the relation between edges and the phasor-image
of the self cross correlation. In chapter 8, the related theorem and its mathematical proof
will be given.

The Fourier transform of the self cross correlation (p*g) is

(GP*) = (FHP*) = F(HP*).^

(7.1)

Thus (p*g) can be viewed as the convolution of f and the cross correlation (h*p)

(.9*P) = (h*P) f.^

(7.2)

It is obvious that object information contained in the self cross correlation (p*g) is solely
dependent on the cross correlation (h*p).
The 3—dimensional plot of the image (h*p) is shown in Fig. 7.4a. A one-dimensional
cross section of Fig. 7.4a is shown in Fig. 7.4b. It is clear that the cross correlation (h*p)
has a maximum point at the center when h and p are totally overlapped. It is well known
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(a) The 3-D plot of the cross correlation (h* p)
Figure 7.4 The cross correlation (h*p) (Continued . .. )
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Points 1, 2 are the two points on the circle c in Fig. 1g

(b) A 1-dimensional section of (h*p) of Fig. 7.4a

Figure 7.4 The cross correlation (h*p)

that the overlapping area between h and p decreases at the speed of
21.7. icos-1^—

sin (cos-1 OM,

(see Fig. 7.5) where r = VT2 + y2 and d is the diameter of the area of p. It can be seen
from Fig. 7.5, the overlapping area decreases (near) linearly. Thus it is expected the cross
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The overlapping area

-d

^

d^r

Figure 7.5 The overlapping area of h and p via separation r

correlation (h*p) also decreases (near) linearly as r increases due to the spread-out speckles in
the areas of h and p. The maximum at the center is a ridge i.e. the slope there is discontinuous
(see Fig. 7.4a). It is this ridge that causes the phasor-image of (h*p) shown in Fig. 7.3e
to have a very bright impulse in its center corresponding to this discontinuous maximum.
The 3--dimensioanl plot of the phasor-image Fig. 7.3e is shown in Fig. 7.6. Notice that the
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Figure 7.6 The 3—D plot of the phasor-image of the cross correlation (h*p)

circlular edge of the object f appears in the phasor-image of the cross correlation (h*p) in
Fig. 7.6 (or Fig. 7.3e) The magnitudes of this circular edge (Fig. 7.6) are much smaller than
that of the impulse at the center. For many simulation examples we carried we found that the
more severe an edge is with respect to the others, the brighter it appears in the phasor-image.
So far we have established that the phasor-image of (h*p) has an impulse which is the
maximum point in (h*A. One can easily show that the phasor-image of the convolution of
two signals is the convolution of the phasor-images of these signals, thus

(g*p)8 = (h*p)8 ® h.

(7.3)

The strong impulse in Fig. 7.6 when convolved with that of Fig. 7.3b results in Fig. 7.3d.
It is this strong impulse in the phasor-image (h*p)e that makes the phasor-image (g*A9 of
self cross correlation in Fig. 7.3d preserve the edges of the unknown object.
From the above we conclude that to get the phasor-image of (g*p) to preserve the edges
of f we should obtain a strong impulse in the phasor-image of (h*p) or a maximum in
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the center of (h*p). We find that this is the case if the size of the area of p is chosen to
be between half the area of the average diameter of the PSF's and the area of the average
diameter of PSF's ( and preferably equal to the area of the PSF). This is true when the PSF's
are simulated as described in section 4 (7.17). In the absence of any knowledge about the
size of the PSF, then one repeats the experiment with varying sizes of p until the desired
edges of f are obvious.
From the above it is clear that the self cross spectrum (GP*) retains the information of
the edges of the object provided that the correlation (h*p) has a maximum that is a ridge (not
smooth). The presence of this maximum can be ensured if we choose the truncated sub-image
p as a bright region (preferably the brightest) of g and its size to be equal to the size of the

PSF or anywhere between that and half of the PSF's size.
In this example, the test object is near circular. In fact, the phasor-image of the self cross
spectrum (GP*) for an arbitrary object still preserve the edges (or object support bounds) of
the object. This property of the self cross spectrum (GP*) makes it very useful for image
reconstructions by the generalized projections in astronomical speckle imaging.

7.4 Algorithmic Procedure
For quite faint objects in the visible light region (the average photons per frame is in the
order of hundreds), correlations are calculated in the image plane using the photon-address
algorithm In. Using (5.11) and (5.1 and 5.2), the estimation of (GoP(I) the self cross spectrum
of Go and Po is obtained from
(Gon) Pe, ((G(wx, wy)P*(wx,wy) — Kr))

= .FT {((g (x , y)*p(x , y) — Kpb(x , y)))}

(7.4)

Kg Kp

= .77(

(

EE

y))},

k=1 1=1,k01
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where the photon-noise bias term K ,, are eliminated by omitting all terms in the summation
(7.4) for which k = 1, to yield a photon-bias-free estimate of self cross correlation. After
calculating the self cross spectrum (7.4) binz(x,y), the phasor-image of the self cross spectrum
(G0P) is given by
(G013)

bi,n(x,y) =

li(GoPO)I

1

I.

(7.5)

The edges of the faintest stars of the original object in bi,,,(x, y) may not show clearly
due to the noise. To suppress the noise, instead of using one truncated sub-image we use a set
of truncated sub-images pi(x, s which are truncated from each g(x,y) by a set of circular
windows whose coordinate centers on the sample grid are different from each other. Each
truncated sub-image pi(x,y) is shifted from the original before processing. Using a total of

No truncated sub-images, the phasor-image of the self cross spectrum becomes

go^

{(G013:1)

bf,,,(x,y) = ElFT
1.1^l(Go-POI)I •

(7.6)

The phasor-images bfni(x, yrs (such as shown in Fig. 7.9) are then enhanced by scaling and
thresholding to obtain the object support bounds (such as shown in Fig. 7.10).
Thresholding is done by
bLn(x,y) = {01

bse,..n(x,y)> thres
b7m(x,y) < thres,

(7.7)

where thres is the threshold value. The threshold can be done locally so that the fainter
edges of the object is detected. The object support R is then obtained by filling the area
inside the edges with the values l's.
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To estimate the Fourier modulus of the object we use the expression of the photon-address
operation for SI
Rgg(wx,Wy)^(1H(Wx,Wy)12)IFg(wx,W7j)12

FT{((g(x,y)A-g(x,y) — Kg8(x,y)))}
Kg Kg

=FT((E

E

k=1 1=1,k01

8(xk

- x, - x, yk — — y))}.

(7.8)

An optimal filter 1101 is used to obtain the estimate of the Fourier modulus of the object
gg( w^
kx Loy)
1F91
=^
^R
A(wx,wg),
(IH(wx,wy)12) c(kg + K,,)

(7.9)

where Kg and Rh are the mean numbers of photon events per frame for the object and for an
independent isolated unresolved reference source. A( ,w) is the ideal diffraction-limited
telescope transfer function. In "0] the coefficient c in (7.9) is equal to 1. Here, the value of c
is adjusted interactively so that the noise can be properly suppressed in the estimated Fourier
modulus. This is necessary since ( IH(wx , wy)12) is obtained from an isolated unresolved
point source by independent measurement. Thus the atmosphere conditions, under which
object observations and point source observations are independently made, may not match
well.
So far we have obtained the estimates of the Fourier modulus (7.9) of the object and the
object support bounds (7.7) from the self cross spectrum. The problem now is to reconstruct
the object itself. We use iterative methods based on the generalized projections method[50].
The problem now is as follows: assume an "object" fg(x, y) with the Fourier transform
Fg(CO) = 1Fg((.7))1e--79 fg(c,1) (7.10)

find Fg(cil)given estimates of the Fourier modulus Eg(Wx, WO and the object-support bounds.
We also have available the a priori information that fg(x,y) is nonnegative.
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We illustrate the algorithm of reconstruction by generalized projectionsr501. The mathematical form of these constraint sets are given
fg(x,y) 0 (x,y) E S^1
(7.11)
fg(x,y) = 0 (x, y) 'R, S^

A1 = {fg(x,y) :

—

and
A2 = fg (x, y) t ifig(i-j)le—i9f9P) : iFg(c-Z)1 = tig(wx,wy)

(7.12)

where S is the object support obtained from (7.7). The projections Pi and 22 onto Ai and
A2 are given by

piAs)(x, =

y) 0, (x,y) E R
0,^(x,Y) 1Z
fg(t+1)(x,

(7.13)

and
22fi )( x, Y ) LT

Eg(40)

(7.14)

The general reconstruction algorithm is given by
f4E1)(x,y) = Q122.6(x,y), i = 0, 1, 2, • •

where

Q1 = 1 + A1(21 — 1)

(7.15)

(7.16)

Q2 -= 1 + A2(22 — 1)•

Ai and A2 are the relaxation parameters which can be optirnizedE501 so as to maximize
the rate of convergence of the iterations.

7.5 Results
Results of image reconstructions from computer simulated data are presented first. There
are two computer simulated objects. Each is contained in 128x128 pixels as shown in Fig
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7.1a and 7.1(b), respectively. The phasor-images, (the inverse Fourier transform of the Fourier
phasors) of these two objects are shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and 7.2(b), respectively.
In our simulations, the atmospheric turbulence is simulated by a random complex array
with uniform distribution. The array is then multiplied by a filter function chosen to represent
the Kolmogorov turbulence power spectral density (3.4), and then Fourier transformed to real
space, resulting in phase screen co(x, y, t). Note that Kolmogorov power spectral density (3.4)
under-represents its low frequency componentr553 (i.e. low order wavefront distortions, e.g.
tilt). Another phase screen, which is filtered by a narrow-banded low-pass filter, is added
to the former phase screen. The structure constant C„ varies according to the atmospheric
coherent diameter do. The value of 0.0331-Cri in (3.4) is about 0.1517 for atmospheric
coherent diameter do = 0.15m. The diameter of the telescope D = 2m. The point spread
function at time t is calculated by the autocorrelation of the exponential of the phase screen
of the phase screen:
h(x, y, t) = co(x '0* eica(x,Y,t) (7.17)

where a is a scale factor such that ff h(x, y,t)dxdy = 1. The convolution of the PSF
with the object produces a turbulence degraded image. The intensity of each pixel of an
image is then replaced by Poisson distributed random number. The simulations were done
at an average of300 photons/per frame. The self cross spectrum is formed by averaging the
quantity (G(cox, wy, OP* (wx , wy) — Kp) using 4000 image frames.
The long exposure images of two objects in Figs. 7.1a and 7.1b are shown in Fig. 7.7a
and Fig. 7.8a, respectively. The reference sources are obtained by truncating the respective
images of the objects. An example of long-exposure truncated sub-image for Fig. 7.7(a) is
shown in Fig 7.7b and for Fig. 7.8a is shown in Fig. 7.8b. The truncated sub-images are
chosen as the brightest regions with area approximately equal to that of the PSF. 5 sub-images
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are truncated from each short-exposure image frame. The locations of the centers of these
five sub-images are mutually separated by two samples on the grid, i.e. their centers are at
(a, b), (a, b

—

2), (a, b+ 2), (a

—

2, b) and (a + 2, b). The average of 5 phasor images of the

self cross spectra are shown in Fig. 7.9a and 7.9b, respectively.
From Figs. 7.9a and 7.9b it can be been seen that the phasor-image of the self cross
spectrum gives the edges of the object. We notice that there is a cluster of five bright points
near the center of each image. These points appear because the truncated sub-images are
moved to the origin before the self cross correlation is performed.
Figs. 7.9a and 7.9b are scaled and thresholded. The results are shown in Fig. 7.10a and
7.10(b). From Fig. 7.10, we see that most edges of the object are clearly shown. The faint
part of edges are locally re-scaled and thresholded.
By using the estimated Fourier modula and the object support bounds, the objects are
reconstructed by the generalized projections method. The reconstructed objects are shown
in Fig. 7.11a and 7.11b, from which we see that the original object is well retrieved. The
fidelity of the phase recovery was measured by root mean square (RMS) of the phase difference
between the recovered and the original

0-A9 =^

E

(0,(wx,wy)

—

00(wz,wy))2 , where

0 is the phase. The RMS of the difference between the recovered phase and the original are

0.6 rad and 0.7 rad, respectively. The corresponding "Strehl" values are e—'24,0 = 0.7 and
2

e-6A° =

0.6, respectively.

Finally we use the self cross correlation method to reconstruct the triple star ADS 11344
from real data. The photon-list data (size 256x256) is measured by the Steward Observatory's
2.3m telescope with a Stanford MAMA detector. A total of 12641 frames were used in the
reconstruction. The average photons/per frame E g is 180. the wavelength A is 550nm.
The long exposure image is shown in Fig. 7.12a. By implementing the photon addressing
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algorthm (7.4) of the self cross correlation, the phasor-image of the self cross correlation
is obtained. The phasor-image is shown in Fig. 7.12b. The dark rings that surround each
star are the diffraction-limited rings which indicate that the recovered Fourier phase has the
diffraction-limited resolution. The distance between two closest stars is about 0.3 arcsec. It
seems that the faintest star (upper right) in Fig. 7.12b shows its ambiguous support bounds.
However, by scaling the phasor-image Fig. 7.12b, the support bounds of the faintest star are
quite clearly shown (see in Fig. 7.12c). For further examining, the cropped nearby region of
the faintest star of Fig. 7.12b is shown in Fig. 7.12d. By this way, The edges of the support
bounds of the triple star are easily identified and obtained. The image is then reconstructed
by the IFT method using the above obtained object support bounds. The reconstructed image
is the well-resolved triple star shown in Fig. 7.12e.

7.6 Summary
We study the iterative reconstruction algorithm using the bounds given by the self cross
correlation. The self cross correlation is the correlation between an image and a truncated
sub-image of it. The truncated sub-image is any bright part of the image whose area is
chosen to be about the average area of the PSF's. The results of our investigations illustrate
the effectiveness of the algorithm. The results show that the self cross spectrum preserves
the bounds of the object. These bounds are obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of the
phasor of the self cross spectrum. The computation time needed for the self cross correlation
reconstruction is only ki that needed for TC reconstruction. The edges of very faint stars may
not be clearly shown in the phasor-image from the self cross spectrum due to the noise. To
suppress the noise we use the average phasor-image obtained from more than one truncated
sub-image in one short-exposure image.
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(a) The long-exposure corresponding to the ^(b) A sub-image truncated from Fig. 7.7a
first object

Figure 7.7 The long-exposure images of the first object

(a) The long-exposure corresponding to the
second object

(b) A sub-image truncated from Fig. 7.8a

Figure 7.8 The long-exposure images of the second object
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(a) The average of 5 phasor-images of the ^(b) The average of 5 phasor-images of the
self cross spectra corresponding to the first ^self cross spectra corresponding to the
object^
second object

Figure 7.9 The phasor-images of the self cross spectra

(a) The scaled and thresholded average ^(b) The scaled and thresholded average
phasor-image of Fig. 7.9a^phasor-image of Fig. 7.9b

Figure 7.10 The enhanced phasor-images of the self cross spectra
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(a) The reconstructed image corresponding (b) The reconstructed image corresponding
to the second object
to the first object^
Figure 7.11 The reconstructed images

(a) The long-exposure of the triple star ADS 11344
Figure 7.12 The example of the image reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data (Continued . . . )
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(b) The phasor-image of the self cross correlation (g*p — Kpb(x, y))of the triple star
ADS 11344
Figure 7.12 The example of the image reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data (Continued . . . )
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(c) The scaled phasor-image of the self cross correlation (g*p — If p6(x , y)) of the triple
star ADS 11344
Figure 7.12 The example of the image reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data (Continued . . . )
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(d) The magnified and rescaled phasor-image of the faintest star (upper right star) in Fig.
7.12b
Figure 7.12 The example of the image reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data (Continued ... )
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(e) The reconstructed image of the triple star ADS 11344 by the IFT method
Figure 7.12 The example of the image reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data
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Chapter 8
A NON-ITERATIVE ALGORITHM FOR PHASE
RECOVERY USING THE SELF CROSS SPECTRUM
8.1 Introduction
In chapter 7 we described how to obtain tight object constraints so that the Fourier phase
of the object can be retrieved by the generalized projections method. These constraints are
formed from the object's edges which are obtained from the phasor-image of the self cross
spectrum. Unfortunately we often encounter the case when some stars in the object region are
too faint and subsequently their edges are not well defined. Thus it is difficult to determine
tight edge bounds of all of the stars in the object region. Furthermore, some objects do not
always have fairly defined edges. In such cases, the Fourier phase can be recovered by our
non-iterative method presented in this chapter. This method obtains the phase from the self
cross correlation instead of first finding all the edges of the object. In chapter 9 we will
consider the phase retrieval case when all the stars in the object region show no obvious
edges. In this chapter, we assume that at least one bright star in the object region shows
fairly defined edges.
This chapter is organized as follows: in section 2 and 3, we derive a non-iterative phase
retrieval algorithm using the self cross spectrum (GP*). The relation between the phase of the
object and the phase of the self cross spectrum is established by a theorem. In section 4, The
self cross correlation reconstruction is implemented using the photon-address algorithm171. In
section 5, the results are presented and discussed using computer simulated data and real data.
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8.2 Phase Preservation in the Self Cross Spectrum
In Chapter 5, we have described how the self cross spectrum (5.11) is formed. Our
purpose is to retrieve the Fourier phase of F9 from (5.11). It is quite difficult to achieve
this purpose since (in (5.11)) the cross spectrum (HP) (or the cross correlation (h*po)) is
unknown a priori. In this section, we will analyze and prove the characteristics of the cross
correlations (h*po) through an example which is one-dimensional. Then in section 3 we will
describe how the Fourier phasor of (h*po) is estimated.

Theorem. Let f(x), lx1 <2b be the truncated function from any real positive function f9(x)
and the non-zero region of f(x) be over jxj < a. Let the ith observation
go(x) = h(x)® f(x),

(1x1 5_ (a + b))^(8.1)

correspond to the ith sample of impulse response h(x), lx1 < b and

(x) is finite over

lx1 < a. Let p0(x) be the ith truncated image
b)
Po(x){ gc1(x), (1x1 5_

(8.2)

-^0^otherwise.

Then the first-order derivative (h(x)*po(x)) does not exist at x = 0, that is, the left derivative
(h(x)*po(x))ijx.0_ is not equal to the right derivative (h(x)*po(x))11x.0+. In other words,

(h(x)*po(x)) has a ridge at x = 0.

Proof. We rewrite the truncated sub-function
Po(x) = go(x) — Ago(x),^

(8.3)

where Ago (x) is identically zero over lx1 < b, otherwise it is equal to go(x). Substituting the
above equation into the derivative (h(x)*po(x)) , we have
(h(x)*Po(x))/ = (h(x)Irgo(x))' — (h(x)*Ago(x))/
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It is obvious that the first term on the RHS of (8.4)
(h(x)*go(x))' < (x) < oo, Ix! <a^ (8.5)
This is because jw(IHI2F) < jwF and because IH(w)I < H(0) = 1. Since the derivative
at x = 0 of the first term on the RHS of (8.4) exists, the existence of the derivative at
x = 0 on the LHS of (8.4) is decided by (h(x)*Ago(x))I, the second term on the RHS. The
cross correlation (h(x)*Ago(x)) has its minimum value at x = 0 since h(x) and Ago(x)
have the least overlapped area when x = 0. For the one-dimensional case the region of
overlap between h(x) and Ago(x) increases as lx1 increases (linearly) from Ix' = 0. For
the two-dimensional case, it can also be proven that as r (=

-‘42 + y2) increases from

r = 0, the area of overlap between h(x, y) and Ago (x ,y) increases (near linearly) according
to 222d7. [cos-1 — sin (cos 1 OM2?
r (5,
---;i
-

—

1). Since the area of overlap increases

as Ix' increases from Ix' = 0, therefore the left derivative (h(x)*Ago(x)) ix.o_ and the
right derivative (h(x)*Ago(x))1 1,0+ have opposite signs. This means that the derivative
(h(x)*Ago(x))'1x.0 does not exist. Therefore the derivative (h(x)*po(x))'o does not
exist. Thus (h(x)*po(x)) has a ridge (a kind of edge) at x = 0. Q.E.D.
An example of this theorem is shown in Fig. 8.2. The non-zero region of f (x) is defined
over Ix' < a. (h(x)* Ago(x)) is shown to have a ridge at x = 0 and (h(x)*po(x)) also
has a ridge at x = 0.
Let the Fourier transform of z(x) be Z = IZIejez and the inverse Fourier transform of eiez
(the phasors of Z) be ze(x). z9(x) is called the phasor-image of z(x). The identical unity
values of the magnitudes of ei°z means that the high frequency components of the image z(x)
are relatively enhanced in its phasor-image zo(x). Since edges in a signal contain very high
frequencies, the edges of the image will be preserved in its phasor image (please refer to Fig.
8.4. (h(x)*po(x))9, the phasor-image of (h(x)*po(x)) is shown in Fig. 8.2. Notice that
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the ridge of (h(x)*po(x)) at x = 0 is greatly enhanced in its phasor-image (h(x)*po(x))9
at x = 0 where it appears as a very bright impulse. This very bright impulse will be of
great relevance in the discussion below as it will be shown to preserve diffraction-limited
information of the object fg(x).
The self cross correlation (go(x)*po(x)) can be rewritten as
(go(x)*po(x)) (h(x)*po(x)) @ fg(x), (8.6)

We notice that the convolution ® in (8.6) is still applicable to the phasor-image i.e.
(go(x)-kpo(x))0 = (h(x)*po(x))0 @ fge(x). (8.7)

Now since the phasor-image (h(x)*po(x))0 has a strong impulse at x = 0 , the convolution
of this phasor-image with f99(x) preserves fge(x), the phasor-image of the object fg(x,y).
Thus (go(x)*po(x))8 preserves the phasor of fg(x,y).
We also notice from Fig. 8.2 that the phasor-image (h(x)*po(x))0 has secondary strong
impulses corresponding to the edges el, e2, 4 and 4 at lx1 = a. Actually, the presence of
edges in any truncated object function f(x) will cause the phasor-image (h(x)*po(x))9 to
have strong impulses. These secondary impulses in (h(x)*po(x))9 at 'xi = a when convolved
with fg,(x) cause ghosts in the self cross correlation phasor-image (go (x)*po (x))9 (see Fig.
8.7). If the truncated object f(x) does not contain any sharp edges then these ghosts will
not appear.

8.3 Retrieving the Phase from the Self Cross Spectrum
So far we have established that (h(x, y)-Irpo(x, y)) contains a ridge. This ridge causes
the phasor-image (h(x, y)*po(x, y))9 to have an impulse and from (8.7) this impulse causes
(go (x, y)*po(x, y))e, the phasor-image of the self cross correlation (go(x, y)*Po(x, Y)),
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to preserve the phase information of the object fg(x , y). In the case that the truncated
object f (x, y) is smooth i.e. all the stars in f (x, y) have soft edges then the impulse in
(h(x, y)*po(x, y))0 dominates i.e. it is very strong relative to the other information in

this phasor-image. In this case (h(x, y)*po(x, y)) 0 can be approximated as an impulse
function and the phasor-image (go(x, y)*po(x, y))0 may be taken as an approximate estimate
of f ge(x ,y), the phasor-image of fg(x,y). This simpler case will be discussed in Chapter 9.
The case when f(x, y) have stars or sub-objects with fairly sharp edges is more challenging. These edges will cause secondary impulses (such as el, e2, eC and e12 in Fig.
8.2) in (h(x ,y)*po(x , y)) 0 and from (8.7) these secondary impulses will cause ghosts in
(go(x ,y)*po(x ,y))0. In the remaining part of this chapter we address the case when all

the stars in the truncated object f (x, y) (containing the part of fg(x ,y) which contributes to
p(x , y)) have fairly sharp edges. As mentioned earlier this algorithm applies to whether or

not the stars and sub-objects outside f(x, y) have edges. However when all the stars and
sub-objects in fg (x, y) have edges the algorithm in [56] is faster and gives better results.
In this section we will describe how the estimate of the cross correlation (h(x, y)*po(x, y))
(refer to (8.6)) is obtained and then the estimate of the Fourier phasor of the object fg(x, y)
is obtained given the estimate of the self cross correlation (go(x, y)*po(x, y)) (or the self
cross spectrum (Go P11) (5.11)).
From (8.6) it can be easily shown that the phasor of fg(x, y) is
deig = ei8(go*po)• e—je(h*po

(8.8)

where e (90*P0), the phasor of (go*po) , is obtained from (5.11) by ignoring the noise

(No)).

ie

Now in order to find an estimate for 09.fg, from (8.8), an estimate of eje(h*P0), the phasor of
(h*p0), must first be obtained. For this purpose we need to obtain :fix, y), the estimate of

the truncated object f (x, y) from the ghostly phasor-image ((g(x , y)*p(x, y)
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By using 1(x, y) and a series of independent measured PSF's h(x ,y), the estimates of the
cross correlation (h(x, y)*po(x, y)) and eie(h*P0) by ) are then obtained. From (8.8) we notice
that the phase Ofg at any frequency (wx, wy) is decided by the phases 0 (goIrpo) and 9(h*po) at
the same frequency (cox , wy). Thus, the noise in the estimated phase at one frequency will
not propagate to other frequencies.

To find the estimate (x, y), we first extract the edges of f (x, y). These edges are easily
extracted from (g (x , y)*p(x, y)

—

Kp8(x, y)) 9 since they are brighter than those of the ghosts.

If f (x , y) contains only one star or object, we fill the area inside the star with an arbitrary
constant lumino'us intensity value Ca (as shown in Fig. 8.8a). The resulting image f(x, y)
in this case is a binary function whose luminous is equal to Ca inside the star and is zero
outside the star. In reality f (x, y) is not a binary function but as long as f (x, y) is smooth in
the regions outside and inside its sharp edges, the difference between the Fourier phasor of
f (x , y) and that of (x , y) can be ignored. This indicates that f (x, y) is basically determined

by its edges, which is demonstrated by an example. In this example, five different objects

= A, B, E, F, G with the same edges are shown in Fig. 8.1 left. The corresponding
phasor-images (Fig 8.1 right) show little differences amongst them. In this case the value of
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Figure 8.1 The relation between objects and their phasor images
-

the constant Ca, is irrelevant since we are interested in estimating the Fourier phasor.
If f(x,y) contains more than one star or object (Fig. 8.8b), the area within each object
is filled with a different constant intensity. For example if f(x,y) contains two stars then the
value of each pixel of f(x, y) will be zero, Ci and

C2.

The constant Ci (or C2) is taken to be

equal to the average intensity of the edges of its corresponding object. This is because brighter
stars or objects in fg(x,y) appear with brighter edges in ((g(x,y)*p(x,y)

—

Kp8(x,y)))0.

We assume this relationship is linear. Actually this relationship is not linear and needs a
dedicated study.
Having obtained .7(x, y), we now use another series of measured PSF hi (x,y)' s to form
the series
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gi(x,Y) = hi(x,Y)® (8.9)
In real astronomical imaging, a series of PSF's h1 (x, y) are obtained from independent
measurements from any isolated point source. From (8.9) we form the truncated series

770(x, y). We then form the cross correlation (hi(x, y)*A(x, y)). It is easy now to understand that the cross correlation (hi(x, y)*/5-0(x, y)) is an estimate of the cross correlation
-b(h(x,y)*po(x,y)).

The use of the independent measurements of an isolated point source may cause errors
in the estimate (hi(x,y)*II0(x,y)) due to the inconsistency of the turbulence conditions
when the observations of the images and the isolated point source are independently made.
However, considering the Fourier phase of (h(x, y)*po(x, y)), this inconsistency can be
reasonably ignored. The Fourier phase of (h(x, y)*po(x,y)) is basically decided by f (x, y)
since the statistics of the equivalent phase of the atmospheric turbulence is circularly symmetric
(isoplanatic).
Ignoring the irrelevant constant C, the phasor-image (hi(x , y)* Ri(x , y)) 6, is shown in
Fig. 8.9. The Fourier phasor estimate eiefg of the unknown object is finally obtained from
(8.8) by substituting the phasor of (hi(x, y)*A (x , y)) for the unknown e39o*P0).
In summary the procedure to obtain the Fourier phasor of fg(x,y) for the model (5.11)
is as follows
1. Form the self cross correlation (g(x,y)*p(x,y)

—

Kpb(x,y)) and take it as

(go(x,y)*po(x,y)), the estimate of the self cross correlation (go(x,y)*po(x,y)) (re-

fer to Fig. 8.7) .
2. From (go(x , y)*po (x , y)) 9, extract the edges contained in the truncated object f y).
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3. Fill the area within the extracted edges of each star or object in f(x, y) by a constant
intensity equal to the average of the intensities of the edges of that star or object. This
forms (x, y) (refer to Fig. 8.8).
4. Using a series of independent observations of the PSF's, h1(x,y), form the series
hi(x, y) 0 f(x,y). Truncate the latter to extract the series 110(x, y).

(h *)
5. Form (hi(x, y)*f^
io(x, y)) and obtain its phasor e^
and use the latter in (8.8) to
—

obtain elefg.
The process of extracting edges needs careful image enhancement and thresholding and
may be subjective. More objective edge-extracting techniques are to be sought.
In the following section we apply the above procedure to obtain the phase of Fg from
(5.11). We also show how to obtain the amplitude of Fg.

8.4 Reconstruction Implementation using Self Cross Correlation
As we are mainly interested in the reconstruction of quite faint objects in the visible
light region, the photon-address algorithm

[7]

is used to calculate the self cross correlations

between g(x,y) and p(x, y). Referring to (5.11)
((GP*

—

Kr)) = (H.11)Fg

(Ngp).^

(8.10a)

We note that the LHS of (8.10a) is
= FT {((g(x,y)*p(x,y) — Kpb(x,y))))
K9

= FT1 •

K
K,,

(5.10b)

E E 6(x, - x, - x, yk — yi — y)) ,
k.1 1.1,k0I

where the photon-noise bias term Kp is eliminated by omitting all terms for which k = 1, to
yield a photon-noise bias-free (unbiased) estimate of the self cross correlation.
To obtain the phasor estimate of Fg in (8.10a) we ignore the noise term
1 to 6 in the above section are then followed.
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Having obtained the phasor estimate Ofg of fg(x, y) we now obtain the amplitude estimate.
Substituting G for P in (8.10a) and using the expression of photon-address operation for SI
(1G12 — Kg)
= FT{(g(x,y)*g(x,y)

1

Kg Kg

EE

= FT
6.(xk
(k.1 i=i,koi

An optimal filter

[10]

—

KgS(x,y))}

_ x, - x, yk — yi — y))

(8.11)

(1.1-112)1Fg12.

is used to obtain the estimate of the Fourier modulus of the object

11;

(002 — K9))
_^ A(wx,wg),
(IH12) + Kg Kh

(8.12)

where kg and Eh are the mean number of photon events per frame for the object and an
independent isolated unresolved reference source. A(wx,wg) is the ideal diffraction-limited
telescope transfer function.

8.5 Results
In this section we first present image reconstruction using computer simulated data and
real data via our self cross correlation algorithm. Two test objects (object 1 and object 2,
contained in 128x128 pixels are shown in Figs. 8.3a and 8.3b. We want to recover the
phasor eiefg of each of these two figures. We represent the phasor eiefg by (its inverse
Fourier transform) the phasor-image fgw(x,y) for viewing convenience. Two phasor images
corresponding to Figs. 8.3a and 8.3b are shown in Fig. 8.4a and 8.4b.
The simulation of atmospheric turbulence is described in chapter 7. The simulations
were done at an average of 386 photons/per frame. The self cross spectrum is formed by
averaging the quantity (G(wz,wg,t)P*(wx,wg)
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the averaging process. The long exposure images of the two objects are shown in Figs. 8.5a
and 8.6a. To show the regions of the truncated sub-image p(x,y), the long-exposure truncated
sub-images are shown in Figs. 8.5b and 8.6b, respectively. These were chosen as the brightest
regions of the images and their areas are equal to that of the average PSF. The phasor-images
(g(x,y)*p(x,y)

—

Kp6(x,y))0's are shown in Figs. 8.7a and 8.7b, respectively.

In latter two images, the "ghosts" are shown. Comparing Fig. 8.7b to 8.6b it can be
seen that part of one of the two stars of the truncated object is located outside the truncation
region. The edges (or profiles) of sub-objects are extracted by enhancing and thresholding.
The estimated truncated objects Px, y)'s are formed by filling in a constant intensity inside
each profile. We note that here f(x,y) includes the dominating star (the brightest star) which
contributes to the truncated sub-image. The dominating star contains almost all the energy
in the truncated sub-image. The other star also contributes to the truncated sub-image but
will have much less a little effect on the estimated phase of the object fg(x,y) since this
star contains much less energy. In fact, it is quite difficult to extract the edges of faint
stars which are located either inside or outside the truncated support region T. The above
applies to the more general case i.e. when (x , y) contains more than one dominating star
and/or more than one faint star. f(x, y)'s are shown in Fig. (8.8). The self cross correlation
(hi (x,y)*A(x,y)) is formed by using a series of independent PSF's hi (x, y)'s. The phasorimage (h1(x,y)*5(x,y))9 is shown in Fig. (8.9).

Now examine the performance of the algorithm. From Fig. 8.10 we see that the Fourier
phasors of the two original objects are well retrieved. The fidelity of the phase recovery was
measured by root mean square (RMS) of the phase difference between the recovered 0-f-- and
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the original Ofg, i.e.
CrA eig =

E

2
(8.13)

\2
1^
m2 Le Vilg (4.0x I Wy) ° f g(U) X W Y) ) •
Pl<

In our two computer-simulated examples, the noise

(Nyp(wx,wy)),^< ji

in the self cross

spectrum phases are 0.4678 and 0.4264 measured in "strehl" value e °ergP , respectively.
_cr2

The estimation errors in the recovered phase in "strehl" value, e

'efg

are 0.4582 and 0.4180,

respectively. The RMS crAefg is slightly greater than the RMS of the noise

(nyy(x,y))

in

the self cross spectrum phase. This slight increase in the RMS results mainly from: (1) the
estimation error of the truncated object since our estimate
edges and (2) from ignoring the remaining stars (in

:f(x, y)

f(x,y))

is simply determined by its

which contribute the truncated

sub-image. In reality, stars in the truncated object may not be cylinders. As long as the
truncated object is smooth inside its edges and the dominating stars in the truncated object
are bright, this estimation error has slight effect on the estimate of the phase.
At this point we would like to compare our results with that of the least-square phase
recovery from the TC bispectrum phase. For the same two examples, The noise in the
bispectrum phase in "strehl" value are 0.5004 and 0.5207, respectively. The estimation errors
in the recovered phase measured in "strehl" value are 0.4624 and 0.4788, respectively after
8000 iterations in the least squares two-subplane phase estimationt101 using unweighted least
squares estimation. The recovered phasor image from the TC bispectrum is shown in Fig.
(8.11). The results from our self cross spectrum are better than that from the bispectrum.
To further verify the validity of our self cross correlation reconstruction, we present
our reconstructed binary stars # Del from real data. The photon-list data (size 256x256) is
measured by the Steward Observatory's 2.3m telescope with a Stanford MAMA detector. A
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total of 4567 frames were used in the reconstruction. The average photons/per frame kg is
650. The wavelength A is 550nm. The long exposure image is shown in Fig. 8.12a. The
reconstructed phasor-image of 1g(x, y) by using the self cross correlation is shown in Fig.
8.12b. The reconstructed phasor-image of :6(x, y) by using the bispectrum phase is shown
in Fig. 8.12c . Fig. 8.12b shows a well-resolved binary star but Fig. 8.12c does not.

8.6 Summary
The results of the investigations illustrate the effectiveness of our self cross correlation
algorithm in phase retrieval. Our algorithm has the following characteristics:
1. The estimation error (measured by the RMS aziefg) of the recovered phase of the unknown
objects is only slightly larger than the RMS of the noise in the self cross spectrum phase.
2. The estimation errors of the recovered phase do not propagate from one frequency to
other frequencies.
3. Like the bispectrum phase, the self cross spectrum phase possesses the space shift-invariant
property.
4. The computation time for speckle data reduction is much shorter than that for data
reduction in TC.
5. The self cross correlation is a double correlation, as a result, it has lower sensitivity to
noise than triple correlation.
The computation time needed for the self cross correlation reconstruction is only 5% that
needed for TC reconstruction. The result is better than that of TC and KT. Our conclusion is
that the self cross correlation function can be used effectively to reconstruct the object.
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Figure 8.2 An example of the Theorem
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(a) The computer simulated object 1

(b) The computer simulated object 2

Figure 8.3 Two original objects

(a) The phasor-image of object 1 ( Fig.^(b) The phasor-image of object 2 (Fig. 8.3b)
8.3a)

Figure 8.4 The phasor-images of two original objects in Fig. 8.3
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(a) The long-exposure corresponding to^(b) A sub-image truncated from Fig. 8.5a
object 1

Figure 8.5 Long-exposure images of object 1

(a) The long-exposure corresponding to the^(b) A sub-image truncated from Fig. 8.6a
object 2

Figure 8.6 Long-exposure images of object 2
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(a) The phasor-image ((g*p — If p8(x,y))) 9 (b) The phasor-image ((g*p — If p6(x, y)))9
corresponding to object 1^corresponding to object 2

Figure 8.7 The phasor-images of the self cross spectra

(a) The estimated truncated object 1(x, y)^(b) The estimated truncated object 1(x, y)
from Fig. (8.7a)^
from Fig. (8.7b)

Figure 8.8 The estimated truncated objects
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(a) The phasor-image (h1(x,y)*A(x,y))9 (b) The phasor-image (h1(x,y)*25-0(x,y)) 9
corresponding to the sub-object in Fig.^corresponding to the sub-object in Fig.
(8.8b)
(8.8a)^

Figure 8.9 The phasor-images of the estimated truncated objects in Fig. 8.8

(a) The phasor-image of the reconstructed^(b) The phasor-image of the reconstructed
object fg (x, y) by the self cross correlation object fg(x, y) by the self cross correlation
method
method^

Figure 8.10 The phasor-images of the reconstructed images by using the self cross correlation method
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(a) The phasor-image of the reconstructed ^(b) The phasor-image of the reconstructed
object 1 by TC^
object 2 by TC
Figure 8.11 The phasor-images of the reconstructed images by using the TC method

(a) The long-exposure of the binary star 3 Del
Figure 8.12 The example of self cross correlation reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data (Continued . . . )
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(b) The reconstructed phasor-image of the binary star Del by using our self cross
spectrum
Figure 8.12 The example of self cross correlation reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data (Continued . . . )
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(c) The reconstructed phasor-image of the binary star using the bispectrum phase via
unweighted least squares estimation
Figure 8.12 The example of self cross correlation reconstruction using real astronomical speckle data
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Chapter 9
OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION FOR
THE ANISOPLANATIC CASE
9.1 Introduction
A plane wave propagating through atmospheric turbulence experiences spatial and temporal random changes in its phase. Thus atmospheric turbulence is denoted by an equivalent
"phase screen". The propagating waves from two point light sources (stars) separated by an
angle could meet different phase screens of turbulence. The atmospheric turbulence is referred as to be anisoplanatic if all the point sources in the object meet different phase screens.
In such a case, the PSF's are in general space-variant in the image plane. The atmospheric
turbulence can be considered as isoplanatic if such differences in the phase screens are negligible, that is, the variance of the PSF's in the image plane can be ignored only when the
object is affected by one isoplanatic patch. The size of the solid angle a telescope spans of an
isoplanatic patch is dependent on the wavelengths and seeing condition. In the infrared light
region, the angle can reach up to 10 arcsecs in good "seeing" conditions. Thus, in infrared
region, it is quite reasonable to assume that all parts of an object are in general affected by
one isoplanatic patch. However, in the visible light region (which is to be considered in this
chapter), the solid angle of an isoplanatic patch is only about 3 arcsecs. As a result of the
small isoplanatic patch, the sources in the object are not affected by one isoplanatic patch but
by an anisoplanatic patch. This results in space-variant PSF's.
We have assumed in chapter 5 that an object fg can be partitioned into several sub-objects
fk's such that each sub-object is affected only by one isoplanatic patch. The non-zero region

of each sub-object is assumed to be located near the center of its corresponding isoplanatic
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patch (see Fig. 5.2). We assume that the cross correlations in the PSF's (hk*/&/), Vk / is
small i.e. the correlations of any two isoplanatic patches are small.
All the traditional reconstruction methods of astronomical images are applicable only
to the case when the PSF's are space-invariant. In this chapter, we extend our self cross
correlation method to the anisoplanatic case.

9.2 The Fourier Modulus of the Object
In chapters 4 and 5, we gave the full definitions of the sub-objects fk's and their
corresponding sub-images gok's. For the anisoplanatic case, each sub-object (corresponding
to one isoplanatic patch) must be reconstructed separately. This demands the knowledge of
the measures or the estimates of power spectra (1Gok12) of the sub-images. Unfortunately,
due to spread-out PSF's, the sub-images gk's corresponding to sub-objects fk's are usually
mutually overlapped. Thus, all the measures of the power spectra of the sub-images are
unknown a priori. This is unlike the isoplanatic case where the sub-image is the image itself
and the measure of its power spectrum is known a priori. We seek the estimates of the power
spectrum of each sub-image.
2,
In order to estimate the squared Fourier modula IFki s of the sub-object fk in the gen-

eralized projections method or this non-iterative method, we first need to obtain the estimate
of the power spectrum (IGok12) of each sub-image gok (equivalently, the autocorrelation
function (gok*gok)). In the anisoplanatic case, only the estimate of (1G012) which is the
sum of the power spectra of the sub-images and their cross spectra is known,

( I Go 12 = E

E (Gok%),
k=1 1=1
NO NO

(9.1)

where each term on the RHS of (9.1)
(Gok%) = (Hk Ht)FkFt.
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Obviously it is very difficult to separate the terms in 9.1 from each other since the sub-images
formed by different isoplanatic patches are mutually overlapped.
The following method is proposed to estimate the ( IGok 12).
Without loss of generality we assume the number of isoplanatic patches No = 2. The
regions of two sub-images are illustrated in Fig. 9.1.

The overlapped area of g jand g

Region of

2

Region of
g2

g1

Figure 9.1 Illustration of overlapped area of two sub-images

Consider the region bounded by the same boundaries as got. The observation in that region
is got + Ag02 where g oi is the contribution of sub-object fi and Ago2 is the contribution of
sub-object f2. The average autocorrelation function of got + Ago2 is
((got + Ago2)*(go1 + go2)) =(goi*goi) + (Ago2Irgo1)

(9.3)

+ (go1*Ago2) + (Ago2*Ago2)•

Since go i and Ag02 are the observations from different isoplanatic patches, the cross
correlation functions
in (9.3)ared
to the
are ne gligible comp
(Ago2*go1) and (goi*Ago2)
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autocorrelation functions (goi*goi) plus (Ag02*Ago2). Thus (9.3) can be approximated by
((goi + 2go2)*(go1 + go2)) = (goi*.goi) + (A902*4o2)•^(9.4)
Similarly the average autocorrelation function of go 2 + Agoi can be approximated by
((go2 + Agoi)*(9o2 + Agoi)) (g02Irgo2) + (Agoi*Agoi)•^(9.5)
According to the properties of the autocorrelation, the (goi*9(11) has a maximum value at
x = 0 and sharply decreases as the overlapping area decreases as x increases or decreases

from x = 0. The same applies to the autocorrelation (Ag02-kAg02). As the stars in each
sub-object are well separated from the stars in the other sub-object, the center (maximum
point) of (Ago2*Ago2) is usually located far from that of (goilrgoi) and can be easily
identified. The distribution of (Ago2*Ago2) is concentrated near its maximum point. We can
view (Ago2A-Ag02) to be narrow in its spread around its maximum. By space-filtering this
autocorrelation function near its maximum an estimate of the autocorrelation(goi*goi) and
therefore the power spectrum ( I G0112) is obtained. The Fourier modulus IF1 I can then be
estimated by the method described in Chapter 6 in the case when the photon-noise is ignored.
In the visible light region, the photon noise dominates. An optimal filter [1°3 is used to obtain
the estimate of the Fourier modulus of the object

(1G112

)

-^

-

+ ern2 h
( 111 1 2) +^+^
ng

A(caz, cay).

(9.6)

In general the estimate of the kth sub-object is
KiGki2) —^— cy?i,

+ (kk + + + a2nh
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In (9.7) 14 are the mean numbers of photon events per frame for the region bounded bygk
; 14 is the mean numbers of photon events per frame for an independent isolated unresolved
reference source; an2, is the variance of the white Gaussian noisenh(x,y);

A(wx,coy)

is the

ideal diffraction-limited telescope transfer function. In (9.7) we note that we have used
(1Hk12) = (1H12) as the turbulence is assumed to be ergodic in time and space.

9.3 Phase Recovery From the Self Cross Spectrum

Obtaining sub-object's support bounds
For the isoplanatic case, we have in chapter 8 established the relation between the phase
of self cross spectrum (G0P) and the object bounds by a theorem. We now show that
this theorem also applies to the anisoplanatic case. Consider the self cross correlation
(go *Pok), k = 1,- • • ,No. The kth truncated image pok can be expressed as superpositions

resulting from different isoplanatic patches
No
Pok = Pokk^E poki,^

1=1,10k

Substituting (9.8 and 5.12) and into
(go*Pok) =

(goIrpok),

(9.8)

we have

No^No^No
KE901*Pokk) E E (goi-A-pokm).
1=i,m,,mok

(9.9)

The terms (901*Pokm), V/ m on the RHS of (9.9) can be ignored due to the low correlations
between the different isoplanatic patches. The terms (got*Pokm), V/ = in on the RHS of
(9.9) have high correlations since

h1 and poki

belong to the same isoplanatic patch. Thus

(9.9) can be approximated by
No
(goIrpok)=-(gookpokk)+ E (goi-kpoki).
t=1,10k
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As we have assumed that the stars of each sub-object fk are mutually well isolated from those
in other sub-objects. As a consequence, the center (where the maximum appears) of the self
cross correlations (gol*Pokl), VI k are located outside the sub-region of fk. This will be
shown in our simulation examples. Besides, the maximum value of (gorkpoki),

vi k is

usually much smaller than that of (gok*pokk), since the truncated areas of poki,

vi

k is

a small part of goi, VI k referring Fig. 9.2.

Region of -Oki
Region of 9 k^
Region of gi

Region of poi(

Fig= 9.2 Illustrations of sub-image regions

In 9.10, the term (gok*Pokk) dominates. This term is
(gok*Pokk) = (hk ® fk*Pokk) = (hk*Pokk ® ft).

(9.11)

The object reconstruction problem for the anisoplantic case can be reduced into several subobject reconstruction problems. Therefore our theorem also applies to the anisoplanatic case.
The phasor-image of the self cross correlation (go *p), k = 1,—. ,No also preserves the
edges and the phase information of the unknown sub-object fk, k = 1,• • • No. These edges
give the tight sub-object support domain. Both the generalized projection phase retrieval
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method in chapter 7 and the non-iterative phase retrieval method in chapter 8 are applicable
to the anisoplanatic case.

The object reconstruction case when the truncated
object has no obvious edges
In the above, we have assumed that all the stars (or at least one star) must show fairly
sharp edges. However, in reality, objects with sharp edges do not always exist.
It seems that it is not always possible to obtain the estimate of the sub-object fk from the
phasor-image (go*pok)9 since fk may not have no obvious edges.
In fact, the phase retrieval problem becomes much easier for the case when the object has
no obvious edges. In this case, the phasor-image (hk —POkk)9 has only one strong impulse at

x = 0, y = 0, since the ghosts (which mostly result from the self cross correlations of edge
information of go and pok) in the phasor-image (goIrpok)e (referring to chapter 8) will be
faint as a result of that fk having no edges. Thus the phasor e29(90*Pok) is an approximation of
the estimate of the Fourier phasor of the sub-object fk. This is suggested by in our simulation
examples. The object's approximate estimate Ik is then obtained by simply combining the
estimate of Fourier modulus and the phasor.
This approximate estimate is used as an initial estimate of the generalized projections
method described above but without tight object support bounds given. Since this initial
estimate 1k is usually a good approximate of the sub-object fk, the iterations are most likely
to converge to its solution. This is demonstrated in our simulation examples.

9.4 Results for the Anisoplanatic Case
In our simulations, several isoplanatic phase screens coi, i = 1, • • , M are truncated from
the same large computer simulated phase screen array. The generation of phase screens are
described in chapter 7. The correlations between any two isoplanatic phase screens can be
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altered by changing the distance between their centers. Two isoplanatic phase screens have
the least correlation when. their separation angle is large enough (e.g. >3arcsecs in visible
light region). The diameter of the telescope D = 2m. A series of PSF's for an isoplanatic
phase screen are simulated by the autocorrelation of the exponential of the phase screen :
hi(x,y,t)=^i =1,• • • ,M^(9.12)

where a is a scale factor such that if hi(x,y,t)dxdy =1, i 1,- •• ,M. The convolution
of the PSF with the object

fg =

^

(9.13)

i=1

produces an anisoplanatic turbulence degraded image
90

=E

hi® fi.^

(9.14)

When hi = hi, i j, it becomes the isoplanatic case. The intensity of each pixel of an image
is then replaced by Poisson distributed random number to simulate the observation g. The
simulations were done at an average of 386 photons/per frame. Without loss of generality,
two truncated isoplanatic phase screens are used to simulate an equivalent anisoplanatic
phase screen in our examples. The self cross spectrum is formed by averaging the quantity
(G(wx,wy, t)/1(w,, wy) — Ky,), k = 1,2. 3000 image frames are involved in the averaging

process. The original object fg, its sub-objects fl f2 are shown in Fig. 9.3. The long
,

exposure image of the object fg are shown in Fig. 9.5a. To show the regions of the truncated
sub-image pok, k = 1, 2, the long-exposure truncated sub-images are shown in Fig 9.5b and
c. These are chosen as the bright regions of the images in each isoplanatic region. The areas
of pok(x,y), k = 1,2 are equal to that of the PSF. The phasor-images

(g(x,y)*pk(x,y)- Kpb(s,y))e, k = 1,2
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are shown in Fig. 9.6a and 9.6b, respectively. The phasor-images (hk*
--Pok)o, k = 1,2's are
shown in Figs. 9.7a and b. Since the object in Fig. 9.3 has no obvious edges, only a very
bright impulse is shown in the phasor-image (hk*
_pok)19. This explains why the convolutions
of (hk*pok )9 with the sub-object fk, well preserve the information of this sub-object. The
initial estimates of the sub-objects are shown in Fig. 9.8. Fig. 9.9 are re-scaled images of
Fig. 9.8. Fig. 9.9 shows how other isoplanatic images

goi,^1^k,1
affect the initial estimate of the sub-object fk. The initial estimate is further improved by the
generalized projections methods. The final reconstructed sub-objects are shown in Fig. 9.10.

(a) fg

(b)

(c) f2

Figure 9.3 The original object and its sub-objects (notice the absence of sharp edges)
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(a) fg,

(c) f2 9

Figure 9.4 The phasor-images of the original object and of its sub-objects

(a) (g)

^
(b) (Pt)

(c) (p2)

Figure 9.5 The long-exposure image of the object of Fig. 9.3a and
the truncated long-exposure images resulting from anisoplanatic patch
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(a) (g-kpi)0

(b) (g*P2)e

Figure 9.6 The phasor-images of the self cross spectra
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(a) The self cross correlation (h*poi)
Figure 9.7 The phasor-images of the self cross correlations (hi*poi) and (h2Irp02) ^(Continued ... )
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Figure 9.7 The phasor-images of the self cross correlations (hi*poi) and (h2*p02)
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Figure 9.8 The initial estimate of the sub-objects from the cross spectrum
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Figure 9.9 The scaled versions of the initial estimates of the sub-objects
to show the artifacts of overlap between isoplanatic sub-image regions
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Figure 9.10 The improved estimate of the sub-object by the generalized projections method

9.5 Summary
For an anisoplanatic imaging patch, the object can be partitioned into several subobjects, each of which corresponds to one approximately isoplanatic patch. The sub-images
from different isoplanatic patches are usually partly overlapped. However, as long as the
stars belonging to different sub-object regions are "well separated", each sub-object can be
faithfully reconstructed like the case of one isoplanatic patch. The results of the investigations
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illustrate the effectiveness of our self cross correlation object reconstruction algorithm in the
anisoplanatic case.
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Chapter 10
CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Advantages of the Self Cross Correlation Image
Reconstruction Approach
We have introduced the concept of the self cross correlation between the observed images
and truncated part of them. In this thesis it has shown that diffraction-limited reconstruction
of stellar images can be effectively performed by using the self cross correlation. The results
of the reconstruction algorithms show that they are more accurate and efficient than the other
reconstruction methods.
The self cross spectrum phase contains some very important and explicit information
about the object. The self cross spectrum contains the full Fourier phase information of the
object. Phase retrieval of the object from the self cross spectrum phase shows much more
noise tolerance than other methods. This is because the self cross spectrum is: 1) of low-order
correlation (second-order) and, 2) shift-invariant. Each of the KT and TC methods possesses
only one of the above two advantages. Besides, unlike the KT and TC methods, the noise
in the self cross spectrum phase does not result in noise propagation from one frequency to
another in the retrieved phase of the object. Both the bispectrum phase and the KT spectrum
phase give the phase difference between adjacent frequencies. In retrieving the phase from
the phase differences, noise propagation from one frequency to another occurs. The self cross
spectrum phase however has direct relationships with the Fourier phase of the object. The
phase of the object is extracted from the phasor-images of the measured self cross correlation
and noise propagation does not occurs.
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The other advantages of the self cross correlation method are that: 1) it does not show
convergence problems which may be present in the KT, the TC and the 1FT methods; 2) it
needs much fess computation. The computing time saving is huge. Due to the low-order
correlation of the self cross spectrum, its formation needs less than 5% of the computations
of one component of a sub-plane of the bispectrum in our examples. Any two sub-planes of
the bispectrum needs four independent calculations for their components.
Another important advantage of the self cross correlation method is that it is not only
applicable to the isoplanatic imaging case but also can be extended to the anisoplanatic case.
All the previous reconstruction methods are limited to the isoplanatic case. When these
methods are applied to the isoplanatic imaging case, image truncation is often encountered.
Unfortunately, even modest truncation can cause severe resolution lost. Self cross correlations
on the other hand allow us to reconstruct the objects beyond the isoplanatic limit.

10.2 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a new image reconstruction
approach which is based on the self cross correlation between an image and a part of it. The
specific contributions are as follows: 1) the novel concept of the self cross spectrum has
been introduced; 2) its mathematical model and its signal-to-noise ratio are derived; 3) the
relationships of the self cross spectrum phase to the phase of the object are derived from a new
theorem; 4) several effective reconstruction algorithms are developed; 5) the reconstruction
algorithms based on the self cross spectrum are extended to the anisoplanatic case.
The theorem provides the tools to analyze the properties of the self cross spectrum phase
and to retrieve the phase of the object from the self cross spectrum. From the theorem the
relationships between the self cross spectrum phase and the object's Fourier phase are derived.
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Such relationships allow us to retrieve the object phase from the self cross spectrum phase
easily.
It has been found that if the stars and sub-objects in the image have fairly sharp edges
then the phasor-image of the self cross correlation preserves the information about these edges
of the object. The edge information can be used as the tight object support bounds constraint
in the 1FT method. This constraint is crucial to the convergence of the 1FT method. The
self cross spectrum phase is the approximate phase estimate of the object if the "truncated
object" possesses soft edges. The truncated object is the part of the object that contributes
to the truncated image. this phase estimate is further improved by the MT method. If the
edges of the stars in the truncated object exist, then the phase of the object can be obtained
by using a non-iterative method.
The statistical models of the self cross correlation (and the self cross spectrum) for
the general anisoplanatic case are derived. The phase retrieval algorithms are successfully
extended to the aniosplanatic case to which other available methods do not apply.
We must point out that the main initiative of this paper is the retrieval of the diffractionlimited Fourier phase which is supposed to be fully contained in a series of short-exposure
images by using the self cross correlation method! Thus our reconstruction is basically
different from the traditional image restoration which requires loss of the resolution in the
data in order to suppress the noise.

10.3 Future work

In this thesis, object reconstruction from self cross correlations is developed mainly for
stellar objects which usually have simple image structures. It is especially used to reconstruct
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objects in the presence of random wavefront deformations. It is desirable to extend this
methodology to form a general theory of the self cross correlation reconstructions.
As the self cross correlation correlates the image with an arbitrarily truncated part of this
image, the self cross correlation is not linearly dependent on any of the following parameters:
position, size and brightness distributions of the truncated image. For further applications it
is very important to establish more strict relations between the self cross correlation and the
truncated images. Also we need to establish more concrete mathematical relations between
the self cross spectrum phase and the Fourier phase of the object so that the Fourier phase of
the object can be predicted directly from the self cross spectrum phase. In such a way, the
Fourier phase of the object can be iteratively decorrelated (equivalently deconvolved) from
the self cross spectrum in a manner much-like blind-deconvolution.
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